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Corporation Commission Is Self Capture Leads Authorities to
Believe All Will Be in
Supporting and Its Business
Custody Soon.

Is Growing.

X
V

Federal Judge William H. Pope has
appointed Lytton R. Taylor a United
States Commissioner.
Judgment Entered.
was this
A judgment of divorce
morning entered in the district court
in the case of Delflna Olivas da Alire.
plaintiff, versus Miguel Alire, defendant, both of Santa Fe county.
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Hillsville, Va., March 22. Sidna Ed5
6
10
one
and
Allen
of
Sidna
wards, nephew
2
1
2
5
of the Aliens, which took to the moun1
2
3
2
tains after the courthouse assassina1
1
tion was arrested today at Lambs-burg- V
1
1
1
S
a
without
resistance by
Va.,
1
1
V
posse. Edwards is being brought
1
V
V
here. His capture leads to the belief
1
Referees in Bankruptcy.
soon
of
mountaineers
the
that others
Federal Judge William H. Pope has will be in custody. Out in the mounreappointed the following additional
tains along the Virginia's northeastern
It was noticeable this noon during
ferees in bankruptcy: Frank W. border today are all of the sheriffs, deVellacott of Silver City for the coun- tectives and possemen enlisted for the senatorial ballot that the tension
ties of Grant and Luna; Frank Her-ro- the taking of the Aden outlaws ap- has been lifted and that the Republiof Las Cruces for the County of parently determined to stay in the cans are now confident that the deadlock will be broken shortly. Slowly
Dona Ana.
field this time until they have run
but
surely the process of elimination
down something besides false clews.
Delegates to National Conference.
proceeds and there is a sifting which,
President Samuel G.
Plans to Capture Aliens.
it is expected, will result in the choice
has appointed the following delegates
This community awoke today in a of two Republican Senators by Thursto the National Conference of repre- state of
excited expectancy over Gov- day of next week. A. B. Fall on the
sentatives of business organizations ernor Mann's announcement
yester- Republican side got within nine votes
aL Washington, D. C, April 15, 1912:
that steps were being taken which today of being elected, receiving twenty-day
J. A. Davis, Jesse L. Nusbaum, Fran- he believed would result in the cap- six
votes and a Republican for the
cisco Delgado, Jesus Ortiz y Tafoya, ture of the Aliens the latter part of first time in the four ballots thus far
Arthur Seligman.
this week or the first of next week. taken heads the list. The Democrats
A. A. Jones
Cases Piled.
No inkling of the details of the plan switched their votes from
to Judge X. B. Laughlin giving the
The Santa Fe Hardware and Supply
has been given out. Fear that infortwenty-threvotes and reducing;
Company this morning filed suit in the mation as to the
plans and move- their vote for Felix Martinez
from
olstrict court against Sanbos Ortiz and ments of
to
the searchers will leak
to twenty. Next to Fall,
twenty-threAndres Sena for the collection of a
an atH. Andrews showed the greatest
note drawn for $100 and alleged to be the fugitives has resulted in
on the Republican side receiving
over due. The Amador Mercantile tempt to censor press dispatches.
According to stories reaching here, a total of seventeen as against fourCompany of Tierra Amarilla this morn
ing brought suit in the district court Sidna Allen and his four nephews teen votes yesterday. William J. Mills
for $500 damages against Simon Ro- met and not only have been in this :ost one vote as against yesterday but
mero and Carmelita M. Romero for vicinity, but Sidna, weakened by i eliminating the ten who voted for both
failure to give title to a piece of wounds, actually has slept two nights Fall and Mills, n Mills could throw
at his own home. It is said that the his remaining strength to Fall, the
property valued at $200.
Cleaning Up Belen.
mountaineers constantly have watch- latter would be elected, which is sig
Five arrests were made recently at ed their pursuers through
field nificant, as thus far on the Republican
Belen by Mounted Policeman J. W. glasses and have used successfully a side most of the Mills men have been
also voting for Fall and many of the
Collier in a clean up of the town rifle shot signal code system.
Fall adherents also voted for Mills.
Those arrested are: J. M. Arando,
Tired and Hungry.
fined $266.70 and thirty days in jail
Speaker Baca lost five votes as against
22. Young
Hillsville, Va., March
with sentence suspended for conductyesterday, L. B. Prince lost three
Detective votes, while Herbert J. Hagerman,
ing a disorderly house; Esteban Didier Edwards was arrested by
fined $50 and thirty days in jail with Felts and Phauts, who found him wan Progressive Republican, gained three
sentence suspended, for conducting altering about aimlessly and hungry. - votes. New arrivals in the ballot were
Honrrlarlv Vinnco' Vrtdtnr Sl'lvfl Prank His foot, burned recently in a distil- M. R. Otero and Bias Sancez on the
Smith and Oscar Bebbs, "undesirable lery, had troubled him and it is believ- Republican side who received each
citizens," invited to leave the village. ed he was unable to keep up with one vote. J. V. Tully is switching his
Didier and Arando are saloon keep- the swift changes of base made by the vote from Jaffa to Andrews paid a
" other fugitives.
-ers.
glowing compliment to Jaffa, saying
Sidna is 22 years old. At first a re- that both Republicans and Democrats
District Court.
In the case of the Territory of New ward of only $300 was offered for his admitted that he is a man who deMexico, versus Euligio Lucero and capture, but after an investigation as served the honor, but recognizing that
Juan Arranaga defendants charged to his part in the shooting Governor his election is not practical at this
with the larceny of live stock, the de- Mann increased the amount to $1,000, time, he proposes to vote for the two
fendants were found guilty according which is offered for his capture, dead men who are a practical proposition,
to a verdict brought early this morn- or alive. It is probable Edwards will Fall and Andrews. That was the only
ing. The case occupied the attention be taken to Roanoke for safe keeping. speech made during the balloting. The
state Republican committee has called
of he court all day yesterday and last
conference in the supreme
night. The guilty men live at Golden.
S a secret
court room this evening at 7:30 o'clock
This is the ninth conviction so far
MASS CONVENTION.
and while the Senatorships will not
this term. Another cattle larceny
A citizen's mass convention
be discussed, the conference will have
case will be heard today. The title of
is called to meet at 2 p. m. Sata bearing on it as the advisability of
which is: Territory of New Mexico,
March
at
23,
Delgado
urday,
calling a caucus will be considered
versus Olivero Perea of Cerrillos.
Hall for the purpose of joining
and also what steps are to be taken in
Board of Education.
with any or all of the political
the matter of the four House members
The board took favorable action
parties in putting a
accused nf briherv in case thev are
with reference to amendment of the
ticket in the field for the
unseated and Governor McDonald calls
constitution fixing educational qualicoming city campaign. Those
a special election as the constitution
fication of county superintendents and
who favor good government X
Felix
Dr. M. D. Taylor was requested to preprovides to fill the vacancies.
and the separation of city afMartinez the leading Democratic senpare a resolution covering this quesfairs from the partisan politics,
atorial candidate Arrived this noon
j
tion,
are invited to be present and
from his home in El Paso, Texas, to
The holding of eighth grade examitake part in this mass contake a hand in the final battle.
nations for promotion of pupils was
vention.
The Hall of Representatives was
left with the department of education
crowded, and twelve minutes after the
and the plans- of the department to
first name was called, the result had
date were approved.
been tabulated at the press table by
The board instructed the state suKarl Green, although it took several
perintendent to issue circulars to
IAIIN
'minutes longer before the result was
county superintendents and warn them
announced officially. Six nlinutes afagainst purchase of any maps, globes,
ter the ballot began, it was flashed out
or other school apparatus without conover the Associated Press to all the
IN
sultation with the state board, and
world that the fourth ballot had again
authorizing the preparation of a bill
resulted in a deadlock.
prohibiting the purchase of school
'
Senate.
snpplies without the same having first
been submitted to the state board of Asuncion Is Surrounded by
Prayer by Chaplain McCollough,
education and by such board approved.
reading and its apInsurgents and Inhabitants roll call,wasjournal
The entire situation relative to the
followed by the introducproval,
Face Starvation
distribution of books through the
tion of Senate Bill No. 29, by Cramp-ton- ,
stores was taken up with Albert
an act providing for county high
schools and providing for their mainStern, representative of the company,
who was called before the board to FIERCE BUTTIES ARE RISING tenance. Referred to the committee
on education.
explain, the Ilfeld contract with pub
lishers, profits made, and manner of
Barth was excused from attendance
distributing through local agencies. Battalions Engaged Are Deci- for on day.
The Ilfeld Company was directed to
to eleven
mated by Assaults on
The Senate adjourned
make better distribution of books
o'clock tomorrow forenoon.
Entrenched
Positions.
throughout the state and promise was
House,
made to do so. All bonds of publish
After the routine preliminaries this
ers with the state board were ap (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Buenos Ayres, Argentine, .March 22. forenoorf during which Speaker Baca
proved except that of the American
Fierce battle between the revolu- presided, which included roll call,
Book Company, which bond was found
tionaries and the government forces prayer by Chaplain Fourchegu and
not to be in due form,
Action was taken looking to having in Paraguay has been going on some the reading and approval of the Jourjoint institutes the coming year, but time and still is raging,, according to nal, a petition was presented by Llew
for the present year plans for each telegrams received her6' front Asun- elyn, from Dona Ana county, asking
county holding its own institute was cion today. Many changes have oc- for the election of W. H. Andrews to
curred in the positions of the two the United States Senate on the first
adopted
At the meeting of the board Thurs forces, entrenched positions having ballot and without any opposing vote.
day the entire day was spent in dis- been taken and retaken several times. Mr. Llewellyn sta'ted h had similar
Several of the battalions engaged have petitions from every precinct in Dona
cussion of school legislation.
The board approved the bill at the been decimated, according to the re- Ana county.
request of business colleges, placing port. The failure of the peace negotiThe following bills were introbusiness colleges under the supervi- ations between the rebels and the Pa- duced:
sion of the board and prohibiting can- raguay government was reported on
House Bill No. 15, by Skidmore, an
March 16 when the rebels occupied
vassing by schools not submitting ap: Villeta
act to give employes two hours in
Asunand
on
began advancing
plication and having same approved
which to vote and providing against
The government sent two colby the board as to the efficiency of cion.
of employes.
No deumns of men to meet them and during the intimidation
such school.
for
from
be
made
to
is
duction
pay
The board also commended the bill the fight the rebels captured two ma- time necessary to vote. Referred to
chine
The
Asunsituation
guns.
at
submitted, being identical with the
Committee on State Affairs.
United States statutes relative to the cion was said to be very critical as
House Bill No. 10, by Goodell, an
the
rebels
laid
to
then
the
'.
the
siege
of
city,
the
subjects
showing
teaching
on the land side when act. to regulate the issuing of servit
surrounding
of
narcotics
and
drinks
upon
effects
""
rebel gunboats patrolled the river pre- ice of summons and subpoenas. Rethe human body.
The board decided that it was its venting the arrival of food stuffs from ferred to the Committee on Judiciary.
House will No. 17, by Goodell, to
Argentina and causing great distress
Continued on page eight.
among the inhabitants.
regulate the practice of medicine and
n

Cart-wrigh-

e

j

e

j

I

n

REBELS

,

prescribing and regulating the procedure iu civil causes. Referred to the
Committee on Judiciary.

House Bill No. 19, by Chaves, an
act
for the transfer of
causes from the stale corporation
commission to the Supreme Court and
Referred to
prescribing procedure.
the Committee on Judiciary.
House Bill No. 20, by Sanchez, an
act to regulate the management of the
state library. It abolishes the position
of librarian and designates the library
board to consist of the chief justice,
attorney general and judge of the first
judicial district. A secretary at $100
a month is to be employed. Referred
to the Committee on Judiciary.
House Bill No. 21, by Tripp, an act
prescribing the procedure before the
Re
state corporation
commission.
ferred to Committee on Judiciary.
House Bill No. 22, by Skidmore, tq
safeguard the traveling public and
employes by limiting t lie number of
consecutive hours of employment of
railroad workers to sixteen out of
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Mexico Interests De- Rejection of Miners' Demands Man and Son Contest With
Blasts Hopes of Strike
mand Two More Votes to
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Attorney Alexander Read Sidna Edwards, a Nephew Is Democrats Cast
d
Has Made Good Record
Arrested Near Lamb-sburN.
B.
Laughlin.
Judge
Thus Far
Virginia
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RECQRBHIGH WATER REPORTED

House Adjourns Out of Respect In Wales and Scotland Workers' Water From Mississippi
Children Are Fed by
to Memory of Late Rev.
Ohio Creeping Over
Foster of Vermont.

(

Public Charity-
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Senate.
In session,

and

Adjacent Lowlands.

-

(By Special Loosed Wire to New
(By Special I.eusi-- Win- to New Mexican)
22. Snow and
St. Louis, .March
London, March 22. Premier tAs-- j
quith in the House of Commons "this j rain which fell yesterday and last

'NXS
j

afternoon refused to accept the inin-- j night has demoralized transportation
ers amendment to the minimum wage; and wire comni inication in Illinois
bill providing a minimum of $1.23 and 'and Missouri.
A heavy wind added
l.eO as the daily wage for hoys and
advocates
greatly to the damage.
Enoch Edwards,
Hughes-BoraTaviorville and Jacksonville,
Ills ,
Industrial Com- - N men respectively.
N labor member of Parliament, and pres- are in the grasp of the worst sleet
mission bill.
ident of the Miners Federation of storm in years. Public utilities havo
Considered
resolution call- Great Britain, at once announced that been crippled and Taviorville is coming on secretary of war for the
the Premier's rejection of the miners' pletely isolated.
The Missouri river
number of Apache Indians held
amendment closed the door to an im- - at this point is higher than it has
of
war
at
F.irt
Sill,
prisoners
mediate settlement of the strike.
been at any time for two years, and
Oklahoma.
the House had just entered upon; is. raising at a rate that causes alarm
of
Representative Palmer
the committee stage of the minimum among farmers in the bottoms,
Pennsylvania, made an .insuc- amend-wage bill when the miners'
Record Rise,
cesful auempt to
discharge
As-- j
ment was moved and Premier
Cairo, Ills., March 22. High water
the Indian Affairs Committee
quith's announcement, the gravity of mark was reached here at 4,".. feet,
of
from further consideration
which was immediately conceded he- - Water from the Ohio and Mississippi
his resolution calling for infor- cause it is practically certain to bring rivers began
creeping over the
mation on the Apache Indians.
another deadlock, caused a sen- - lands of Illinois, Missouri and
In
Adjourned .out of respect to
among the members.
It is predicted that the water
the. memory of death of the
amendment
posing the miners'
thewj reach 47 feet.
1
Rev. Foster of Vermont at
N Premier said that he was inclined
Relief Expected,
toj
twenty-four- .
o'clock until noon Monday.
think the figures reasonable ones but! Pittsburg, March 22. -- The crest of
Llewellyn introduced a House Joint
that it was most undesirable to insert the flood in the Ohio river caused bv
Resolution reciting that t he new state
in the bill any specific minimum wage.thp ralj(1
riKjng of ,hp .ujpBhpllv an(L
will need additional revenue, espeeial- or to establish the precedent of fixin?iMononsnhe,a rivers w
Special to the New Mexican.
rea,.hP(f np,v
.
c
i.
,.r
.
118 institutions ami
tj....i
u. afir u. u.i u.
i um-uiWashington, D. C, March 22. Dem- umr
good roaus
tOCIU.V When the StaKe
feel
Was 'S
work, and providing that the Speaker ocratic free wool bill will be consid It would, he pointed out, be peculiarly amost
lpSK th;,n .ha a.astthar
f.,.
appoint three members of the Commit-W- . ered in the House early next week dangerous to the men themselves, be- - bureau predicted. Many small streams
and New Mexico has a divided vote. cause if parliament once expressed its tbronghout western
tee of Judiciary to confer with a
Pennsylvania and
was a tan iiiie: eastern Ohio are flooded and much
ilar committee of the Senate for the Hie uiu may reacu uie senate next juugment uiai
purpose of drafting legislation, based week. The question is will New Mex- mum wage that sum would be bound damage has been done but relief from
on the Ohio law, taxing private car ico have two more votes to represent to be treated as the maximum.
the unusual conditions is expected before the day is over.
Workers Face Starvation.
lines, sleeping car lines and express its interests or lose two votes.
addressed the House ond land
If the miners did not return to work
A Brave Deed.
companies, and also to classify the
Uniontown, Pa., March 22. William
lands of New Mexico so that proper bill today. His remarks will appear the government must face the necessity of taking "other and different H. McDowell, an aged mountaineer.
valuation for taxation may be placed in the Congressional Record later.
Public Health A&encies.
The plan foreshadowed owes his life to the heroism of Chas.
measures."
thereon.
Washington, U. C, March 22. Pub- by the Premier yesterday was believed Hardy, a neighbor and John Hardy, his
A motion to adjourn to Monday afternoon raised the point, that the law lic health agencies for "Tinted States to mean adequate protection for those is) year old son. Awakened today
Public Health Service," supervised by men desiring to return to work.
for help the eider Hardy went
required the legislature to meet each the
In the meantime, starvation faces to the door of his mountain home and
treasury department was proposed
day until the U. S. Senators are choindustrial population of the colit saw McDowell's cabin floating down
sen. The Speaker held that "legisla- ii' a bill introduced today by Senator the
,
li
, ,
nml th
Smoot of Utah. The bill would create tnj emu
me funda
u
iuimo uif tw.v.a tr.wlciu UTitnnc' rn,.:i'..
ieei, wuien nau Been a rag- tive" day is intended. However, the
111 nuuiTj
of assistant iXl it IUUM(1I
torrent.
in
clliu
the
the
ouice
I'uncoi
ing
treasury
House by a vote of 31 to 12, adjourned
this week's payment of strike bene
It had swept McDowell's cabin away
secretary for public health.
to Saturday forenoon at 10 o'clock.
fits will be the last. In Wales and as the old man
Mexican
Puzzle.
Neutrality
lay asleep. A short
Alldredge, C. H. Martinez, Laughdisin
industrial
and
the
Scotland
distance beiow the Hardv home the
Washington, D. C, March 22.
lin.
workers
have
President Taft and his cabinet, today tricts of England relief
stream plunges 100 feet into an abyss
Barth, Isaac, Martinez, Laughlin.
considered the question as to whether established soup kitchens. There is floored by sharp, jagged rocks.
Bowman, John M Fall, Mills.
On the Brink of the Falls.
food, clothing and dynamite are muni- scarcely a mining village in Scotland
Burns, Thomas U.- Andrews, Fall. tions of war within the meaning of where the children are not being fed
Towards this cataract and certain
tne
cnaiity.
Clark, John S Mills, Fall.
the President's proclamation prohibit-- ! W
(ieath floated the cabin while McDow
It is estimated the miners thus far ell kneeled in the doorway, alternately
Crampton, Edwin
Mills, Fall.
ing the exportation of all war mate-- !
Doepp, Fred F. Martinez, Laughlin. rials to Mexico. The puzzling ques- - have lost in wages $26,40S,Si( bosides(
for deliverance and calling for
tion regarding food and clothing was; the more or less permanent depletion j
Evans, A. J. Martinez, Laughlin.
Hardy dashed unclad along the
Gallegos,
Eugenio B. Larrazolo, raised by custom officials, along the. in the number of factory hands of all imi; ami plunged into the icy waters,
Fall.
southern border and by merchants in kinds all over the country. Factories Har'y reached the cabin and then
Hartt, Squire, Jr. Larrazolo, Spiess. El Paso and other towns. The army continue to close down and all the v, j;n an arm awut his neighbor struck
Hinkle, James P. Martinez. Laugh- - has held up about 90,00(1 pounds ot railroads are reducing tneir services mu
tne Kii0re The racing torrents
the lood supplies s.ve,.t him nearer and nearer the falls
ijn.
uynamiie mienueu lor smelling con- to the minimum.
cerns in Mexico and this government from abroad also are threatened.
Holt, Herbert B. Fall, Mills.
despite his efforts to reach the bank.
is being appealed to not to interfere
Ilfeld, Louis C Mills, Jaffa.
London, March 22. It is evident
and ready to give up he
An-- ! with transit of
Laughren, Charles J. Catron
explosives intended for tlmt the government is sanguine of se- heard the whirr of a rope thrown to
drews.
industries.
curing a compromise in the coal dis- them bv John Hardy the son. The eldMabry, Thomas J. Martinez, laughMinority Wool Tariff Report.
pute and of passing the minimum er Hardy seized and slipped it about,
lin.
March 22. RepubliTo the boy's horror
bill through all the stages of the his shoulders.
Washington.
McCoy, William M. Andrews, Baca. can members of Ways and Means House of Commons tonight as the tile current was so swift he could not
Miera, Epimenio A. Fall, Catron. C.immittee today introduced a minor- House of Lords has been summoned ho il the men in. The three men were
Navarro, Juan Mills, Fall.
ity bill revising the woolen schedule to meet at 11:80 o'clock. The object dragged along until the two iu the.
Page, Gregory Mills, Andrews.
of the present tariff law in accordance
of the upper house is to pass the first water were within a few yards of tin
Pankey, Benjamin F. Catron, Mills. with their interpretation of the report reading of t.ie bill so that it can be falls. The boy finally was able to
Romero, Abelino Hagerman, Larra- of the tariff board. The bill would recompleted tomorrow and obtain the hitch the rope about a tree and was
zolo.
thus enabled to drag the two men to
duce the duties on wool and manufac- royal assent.
Romero, Boleslo Fall, Catron.
shore. The boy's hands were lacerof wool about forty per cent.
tures
Sulzer,
and his body was bruised and
Joseph F. - - Hagerman,
ated
U.
S.
To Abolish
Senate.
Prince. '
bleeding as a result of the fight among
22.
The
March
I).
Washington,
C,
13.
William
Walton,
Martinez,
the rocks and brush. When the older
abolishment of the United States SenLaughlin.
Hardy and the aged recluse at last
office
ate
and
of
vice
the
president,
House.
climbed up the steep bank they found
Baca, Marcos C. de Hagerman, M. with a reduction of the membership
that the boy had fainted.
a
is
House
to
of
300
in
the
proposed
R. Otero.
QUIT
Mississippi Still Rising.
which
resolution
Representative
Baca, Miguel E. Fall, Catron.
la., March 22. The
Davenport,
of Minnesota announced today
Blanchard, W. E. Andrews, Fall.
River rose another foot
Mississippi
H.
Robt.
Boulware,
Martinez, he would introduce next week.
Whether 200,000 Workers since yesterday, making a total of
Senate Regrets Resignation of Wiley.
Laughlin.
four feet in as many days.
Will Strike for Long De-penD.
Wasihngton,
Burg, John B. Baca, H. J. Hager
C, March 22. "The
man.
Senate has learned with profound reon Negotiations
TWENTY-NINCORPSES
Carter, P. E. Martinez, Laughlin.
gret of the resignation of Dr. Harvey
FROM M'CURTAIN MINE.
W.
J.
buW.
of
head
the
Martinez, Laugh
Campbell,
Wiley,
pure food
lin.
reau of the United States govern- TEN PERCENT INCREASE ASKED
When Seven More Miners Are Found
Casados, Juan D. Baca, Laughlin.
ment."
All Workers Will Be AcCatron, Charles C Catron, Fall.
Such was the sentiment of a resolu
counted For,
Chavez, James W. Andrews, Mills. tion today by Senator Martin, Deirm
Both Sides Declare They Are (By Special Luased Wire to New Mexican!
Chrisman, W. H. Prince, Hager- c.rat, of New Jersey. He asked for
McCurtain, Okla., March 22. Twenty-nAnxious to Prevent Suspenman.
immediate consideration but Senator
ine
corpses found late last night
Clancy, John J. Mills, larrazolo.
Work.
sion
of
Gallinger objected and the resolution
were removed today from the mine ot
Cooney, Thomas P. Andrews, Mur- went over after
being read.
the Sans Boise coal camp and efforts
ray.
Federal Incorporation Legislation
(By Special leased Wire to New Mexican i were made to locate seven
Not
Manuel
other,
Cordova,
voting.
Wheth22.
March
D.
Cleveland, Ohio,
Washington,
C, March 22. An
miners. When the fate of these sevDowns, Charles P. Fall, Mills.
was reached today at a er 200,000 miners in the bituminous en is
ascertained the entire 116 will
Evans, John T. Martinez, Laughlin. agreement
or
of the Senate Interstate Comstrike
would
coal
fields
have been accounted for. Twenty-fiv- e
Gage, Hugh M. Laughlin, Martinez. meeting
after
mere
merce
Committee
fedto
recommend
operations
suspend
were taken out alive and the
Garcia, Rafael Martinez, Laughlin.
eral incorporation legislation to the April 1 depends largely upon the de bodies of eighty-fou- r
Goodell, A. S. Fall, Andrews.
have been recovcomliberations of a
Gurule, Tomas A. Hagerman, Baca. Senate.
ered.two
and
two
miners
operaof
posed
Hilton, Conrad X. Andrews, Fall.
A small army of men this morning
tors each from western Pennsylvania,
House, John L. Martinez, Laughlin. FORMER SECRETARY
the work of digging graves' for
began
and
Illinois.
OF INTERIOR DEAD. Ohio, Indiana
Labadie, Tranquilino
Mills, Larrathe
victims.
last
Among those at
The subcommittee, with John P.
zolo.
work in the cemetery with pick and
Leased
Mine
United
Wire
New
of
Special
to
(By
the
H.
Mexican)
Fall.
W.
H.
White,
president
Andrews,
Llewellyn,
St. Louis, March 22. General John Workers of America, as the chief del- shovel are men from all walks of life,
Lobato, Jose Mills, Fall.
for there was not enough common laW.
who
was
inCoble,
Bias
Lopez,
secretary of the
egate of the miners may continue its
Remigio Laughlin,
terior in President Harrison's cabinet sessions several days in an effort to borers available to meet the demand.
Sanchez.
has left Go
Love, Florence Laughlin, Martinez. died here today. He had been ill a effect a compromise agreement fol- Wednesday's disaster
widows
2.10 fatherless children.
and
month.
Not
J.
p.
of
Lucero,
the operavoting.
lowing the flat refusal
Manzanares, M. P. Mills, Andrews.
tors to grant the miners demands for
if an agreement was not reached withC. Laughlin,
Manuel
Martinez,
a ten per cent increase in pay and
in twenty-fou- r
hours a disagreement
Baca.
V MOUNTAINAIR REPORTS
a
hours.
shorter working
Although
he
but this was not
MURDER
ON
might
TUESDAY.
reported,
Fall.
Duncan
Andrews,
McGillivray,
shut down o. all the union bituminous
At Mountainair on Tuesday,
certain.
Montoya, Luis R. Not voting.
coal mines in the country Is said by
S. Lopez was stabbed six times,
What? A Coal Trust.
Moreno, Presiliano Andrews, Lar
President White to he certain, both
four times in the back, once in
March 22. A national wide
razolo- Chicago,
sides declare they are anxious to pre
the wrist and once in the abdointo an alleged "coal trust"
inquiry
James W.
Mullens,
Martinez,
vent a strike or even a suspension of with
men during a fight with two
Chicago as the center is in proLaughlin.
long duration.
men
named
father
gress by the government according tr
W.
W.
Vialpando,
Nichols,
Laughlin, Martinez.
No Agreement Reached.
a report current today.
and son, and died yesterday
Padilla, Zacarias Fall, Catron.
Cleveland, Ohio, March 22. After
from the effect of his wounds.
Chicago, New York, Pennsylvania,
Quintana, Francisco Mills, Fall.
The older Vialpando was ardiscussing me situation witnout any and the southern states where the coal
Rogers, W. E. Laughlin, Martinez.
took a supply is large the report says, wereagreement, the
rested by Sheriff Julius Meyers.
Sanchez, Bias Mills, Jack Fall.
recess. E. A. Cole of Columbus, chair- being investigated by government
The younger man escaped.
man of the Ohio operators, said that j agents.
(Continued on Page Four.)
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Met at noon.
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Again Reminds .You of. the Superior

" Soltaire " floods.

the
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Southern
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Young

Always the Leader
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WE

GIVE

lusty

You Need

and

Vitality,
Strength,

Force.

Learn he has left us. He cannot be
stayed.
Old Brother Death comes creeping
along, creeping along
in the shade.

No. 40.

TICKETS

RETAIL

AND

WHOLESALE

Life is

Ample his shoulders and hearty his
song;
Quicker and quicker he beckons, while
we
Hasten and stumble then shudder-ingly- ,

UUi

REGISTER

Brother

strong

C

Santa Fe. Telephone

Corner Plaza,
PURCHASES.

I

If you are Weak,
Nerveless, Bloodless,
your arms are bound,
your energies paralyzed.

Fiercely we followed as fast as we
might,
Fiercely, perchance, sought a glimpse
of delight;
Life travels faster than faint human
flesh,

STOCK

UFaLFA

FOOD.

All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and packages

SEED.

The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe

Phone Black

Phone Black

LEO HERSCH

45

45

R. J . CRICHTON

j

i

Dawson,
Yankee,

Oakdale.

Pinon,
Cedar,

SAWED WOOD
Near Union Depot.

333 HICKOX STREET,

PHONE, RED 100.

WE HAVE THE "EDGE" ON THE RAZOR BUSINESS; BECAUSE
OUR RAZORS AND CUTLERY HOLD THEIR EDGE.
WE HANDLE ONLY THE BEST RELIABLE BRANDS OF CUTLERY AND HARDWARE.
We "SHAVE OUR PRICES WHEN WE FIRST MARK OUR
GOODS.

lEim&nllsiesm

Life, who, foreveris eager and fiesh.
Strange! for his brother we never delayed!
Death comes creeping
Old Brother
along, creeping along
in the shade.

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL

is the Vitalizerand
your opportunity.

Was it in vain that we offered our
best,
Hard body labor and stern spiri; test,
Fruit of our travail for children

TRADE-MAR-

I

General Express Forwarders
TO

All Parts of The World

-

Bulk of sales $7.257.50;
disturbing the peaca and using abus- strong.
ive language, while Pedro Gonzales heavy $7.50(S7.65; packers and
the charge of disturbing the ers $7.407.60; lights $7.10 7.40; pigs
peace. The men were throwing stones $5.25(g.6.25.
Market
Receipts 4,000.
Sheep
at boys and women when arrested.
Colorado lambs $5.75;
Pacito Muela is held at the El Paso 10c higher.
county jail on a charge of fighting, muttons $46; lambs $67.75; fed
Bernardo Levares is held on a charge wethers and yearlings $4.50(&G.5O; fed
of carrying a pistol and Adrean Car- - ewes $35.75.
Though we be skeptics of cult and of mona and Jesus Valenzuela are held
Chicago.
creed.
Re- on charges of disturbing the peace. All
Chicago, .March 22. Cattle
One thing we feel and belief is our wf! nrrested at a dance. Constable ceints 2.000.
Market steady. Beeves
need
Domingo Montoya made the arrest of $5.25(5 8.6ii; Texas steers $4.505.85;
stockers
Nothing is vain that ennobles the the first man and was assisted by western steers $3.106.85;
cows and
race,
Sheriff Edwards and Rangers Moore and feeders $4.25G.50;
Nothing of labor or travail or grace; and Webster who arrested the three heifers $2.d06.70; calves ifo.suws.
Market
Death may be loyal when Life has be- others.
Receipts 14,000.
Hogs
shade higher. Light $7.357.70; mixtrayed
Old Brother Death comes creeping
ed $7.457.70;
$7.357.70;
heavy
Archbishop at Atrisco.
pigs $5.257.10;
along, creeping along
Today was a gala day in the villages rough $7.357.50;
in the shade.
of Atrisco and Ranchos de Atrisco, bulk of sales $7.507.7O.
Market
Receipts 7,000.
Sheep
MARGUERITE O. B. WILKINSON.
over the Rio Grande, several miles
westdown the valley from Albuquerque. steady to strong. Native $46:
ern
$5.506.90;
yearlings
$4.50(!T6.25;
left
Pitaval
Albuquerque
Archbishop
western
for the villages at 9 a. m. He was driv- lambs, native $5.S07.80;
AROUND THE STATE
en to the Barelas bridge, where he $6.258.
Cotton,
was met by a procession of men and
closed
Cotton
quiet unchanged;
spot
on
foot,
boys .on horseback and people
middling
Fruit Trees in Blossom.
At Atrisco the prelate was given a middling uplands, 10:55;
From Albuquerque south and east,
10.S9; sales, 1,134.
gulf,
which
after
public reception, shortly
fruit trees are in full bloom.
ho administered the sacrament of
IN WALL
confirmation to two hundred children ACTIVITY
STREET TODAY
Dreadful Disease at El Paso.
of the two villages. Later, the arch-- '
An epidemic of spinal
meningitis
a
at
honor
of
was
the guest
bishop
Profit Taking in Union Pacific Halted
has started in El Paso, six cases havbanquet to be tendered in the house
General Rise In the
All
of
these
been
have
reported.
ing
of Manuel Antonio Jaramillo.
Values.
been quarantined and great care is
New York. March 22. Union Pa
being taken by the Health Board to
on heavy dealcific advanced to 170
prevent the spread of the disease.
ings in the second hour of the
sold
today. Lehigh Valley
Hagerman Has Banquet.
and
Quotations.
best
above
Reading,
Closing
yesterday's
A banquet was given by the citizens
New York, March 22. Call money took a strong
turn. Amalgamated
of Hagerman, Chaves county, in hon- SilPrime paper
Copper established a new high record
or of the officials of the Atchison,
Mexican dollars 47; Lead for the movement, as also did National
ver 581-2- ;
and Santa Fe railway and in com14.6014.S7
Lead and American Smelting. Inter- Copper
4.254.50;
memoration of the new station at this
Cop- - jnational Harvester, Western Union and
Tin 42.2o42.4o;
Amalgamated
plEce, a handsome mission structure,
Atchison 108
per 78; Sugar 123
Westinghouse Electric were included
replacing the old wooden building.
York m tne rjse.
; New
Great Northern 133
Northern Pacific
Central 113
Bonds were steady. Profit taking
Wedding at Las Vegas.
1581-4- ;
1221-4- ;
Southern Pa- - m Union Pacific halted the general
Reading
Miss Flora Wells and Frank
1691-2;
cific 1115-8- ;
Union Pacific
advance and speculation became quiet.
Allen were married at Las Vegtis, Steel 67
Steel pfd. 113
Individual stocks loomed into promiC.
E.
Anderson
the
Rev.
performing
Lead and Spelter.
nence at intervals, with the buying of
ceremony. Mrs. Allen is the daughter
St. Louis, Lead firm, 420;
epe'tor Southern Missouri much larger. The
of Mrs. Leydia J. Wells of Las Vegas, Teak, 6.55.
market closed heavy. Concentrated
and for the past six months has been
Chicago, March 22. Wheat May, selling of the speculation leaders in
employed as nurse at the Las Vegas 102l-8- ; July, 98
the last hour nullified a large part of
hospital. Mr. Allen has been a resithe early advances. United States
Corn May, 71
July, 72.
dent of Las Vegas since November
Steel sold under yesterday's closing
Oats July 49
and is employed by the Santa Fe road
and Union Pacific and Reading were
Pork May 16.371-2- .
as a brakeman. Previous to coming
on a parity.
Lard May 951-29to Las Vegas he resided In Dayton, O.
Ribs May 9.52.
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS.
Wool.
Your druggist will refund money If
Beer Bottle, Women and Murder.
St. Louis, March 22. Wool stevdy:
Porfirio Lopez died at the county territory and medium western, lottlS. PAZO OINTMENT fails to cure any
or
case of Itching, Blind, Bleeding
hospital at El Paso as the result of a file mediums, 1517; fine, 10t.".
bullet wound in the temple sustained
Protracting Piles In 6 to 14 1avs. B0e
Kansas City.
Sunday afternoon in a fight in A. B. C.
Kansas Citv. March 22. Cattle
alley at El Paso. Jose Pantoja is Receil,ts 1(600 including 200 southerns,
NEW STATE BAGGAGE AND
held in the county jail on a charge of Market steady. Native steers $5.25
assault to murder and may be indicted 8 40. soutnern steers $5.507.25;
EXPRESS LINE.
on a charge of murder. There were soutnern cows and heifers $3.50 5.50;
three men and an equal number of native COwg and neifers $3.257;
women in the room at the time. Pan- - Htn,Wa anH femora
50166
7Kifrfi.R0- hulls
toja had tried to keep Lopez out of ?4 255 75; calveg $5s.25; western
the room, but he had come in and hit steers 5.757.50; western cows $5.35 Leave Orders at Oxford Club Saloon.
Pantoja over the head with a beer bot
5.7o.
tle, whereupon he reached for a pistol.
Market
Hogs
Receipts 5,000.
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The Farm Pump Engine

Payable

U.

TkroufbQut

S., Canada, Mexico

REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH

EVER CONSTRUCTED.

mm
For irrigation this engine is a wonder. Pumps
up to 1100 gallons per hour. See us
about this engine.

FRANK F. GORMLEY,
GENERAL

THE STAR BARN

r

MORGAN LIVERY CO.,
FIRST-CLAS-

Also

First-Clas-

Phone Main

LIVERY

S

RIGS.

Hacks, Busses and Baggage Wagons

s

J. R. CREATH,

139

310

San Fracisco St.

,

SANTA FE, N. M.

CARRIAGE,

AUTOMOBILE,

Imperial Laundry

AND

SIGN

For Best Laundry Work

Two Deaths at Las Vegas.
Norman J. Thatcher, after a long
BASKET LEAVES MONDAY AND TUESDAY
illness, died at Las Vegas. He was
RETURNS THURSDAY AND FRIDAY
seven
taken ill with pneumonia
months ago. Mr. Thatcher was 3S
of age and leaves a wife and
Agency at O. K. Barber Shop years
two children. He has been a resident
W.r,or SUve.ing)SATSFACrl)N
Mrs. F. O Brown, Agent.
of Las Vegas for the past three and
Etch-non Glass
Phone, Red No. 2 a half years, having come west for his
GUARANTEED Phone Red No. 23.
and Brass
health. Previous to moving he lived in
Farmington, Mo., where he was born
PAUL
LACASSAGNE,
want
Mexican
New
a
Try
and reared. Patricio Abeyta, the in305 San Francisco Street.
b.inns results.
fant son of Mr. and Mrs. Pilar Abeyta,
died at Las Vegas after a short illness.
Department of the Interior,
vey of the township, viz.:
Ehle to Start Bachelor's Suburb.
United States Land Office.
Dionicio McCoy, Victor Casaus, both
Las Cruces Is to have a bachelors'
Santa Fe, N. M., Feb. 8, 1912.
Oi Cuba, N. M.
settlement where the "little landers"
(013S17.)
Any person who desires to protest will each have his acre of ground
12, 1911.
Republication.
Notice is hereby given tnat the fol- against the allowance of said proof, or with cow, chickens and gardens, and
reason a home to eo to everv nieht after
lowing named claimant has filed no- who knows of any substantial
tice of his intention to make final under the laws and regulations of the work. Edward Ehle, formerly of San-proof under sections 16 and 17 of the Interior Department why such proof ta Fe, is the promoter of this unique
Act of March 3, 1891, (26 Stats., 854), should not be allowed, will be given idea and has already shown his faith
as amended by the Act of February an opportunity at the above emention In the plan by getting an option on an
acre of ground near Grammercy park,
21, 1893 (27 Stats., 470) in support of ed time and place to
Tirilnnccaa ft
nlnlmant Onrl Til' on the Highlands, where he will build
his claim 3253, serial 013817, for trad
sub- his bachelor's hall. He states that he
1, sees. 21 and 28, and tract 2, in sec. offer evidence in rebuttal of that
28. T. 21 N., R. 1 W., N. M. P. M. & B. mitted by the claimant; and especial has four others who are also tired of
n
hotel and boarding house life and they
viz: Donaciano Lucero of Cuba, N notice is hereby given to Manual
y Lucero, claimant of claim 1303, will all build close together, where
M.
Said proof will be made before the serial 013791, which conflicts with the they can be company for each other
Register or Receiver, U. S. Land Of land herein described as to .47 of an and enjoy the free air of the country.
fice, Santa Fe, N. M., on April 15, 1912. acre or tract of 2 of the claim 3253, of
Drunk and Disorderly.
Claimant names the following
opportunity afforded him at the above
Lino Flores and Guadalupe Huertas
to prove his actual, continuous mentioned time and place.
were arraigned in police court at El
MANUEL R. OTERO,
adverse possession of said land for
Register. Paso on the chargo- of being drunk,
twenty years next preceding the sur- -

CWS

PAINTING

No

cross-examin-

Ara-go-

s

j

& CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.

KAUNE

THE SANTA FE MINERAL WATER

CO-

-

YQU OUT

boweli
A Cascaret tonight will make you
They work
;eel great by morning.
while you sleep never gripe, sicken
or cause any inconvenience, and cost
only 10 cents a box from your druggist. Millions of men and women take
a Cascaret now and then and never
coated
have Headache, .Biliousness,
tcngue, Indigestion, Sour Stomach or
Constipated bowels. Cascarets belong
Children Just
In every household
love to take them.,

-

LIFE, ACCIDENT, HEALTH, FIRE INSURANCE,
AND FIDELITY BONDS. Writes all the Modern
Policies

at Lowest Rates.

REAL ESTATE

For Sale, Improved and Unimproved City Property and
chards. Ranches With and Without Improvements.

Or-

Or, Phone No. Red 76

For Full Information Call,

oa1 w&v,e Wood
RATON
YANKEE

Screened

Lump

CERRILLOS

Smithing Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

Anthracite Coal all Sizes,
Telephone

Steam Coal.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.
" Telephone 85

fAi!Str35S?.
85

Plants and Flowers

mm

AT THE

.

Clarendon Garden

The Tailor

Headache,

Oil

fTlmt-

FRANK M. JONES.

Phone Black

JULIUS

or Purgative Waters.
Let
Stop having a bowel wash-daand
Cascarets thoroughly cleanse
remove the
regulate the stomach,
undigested, sour and fermenting food
and foul gases, take the excess bile
from the liver and carry out of the
system all the decomposed matter
and poisons in the intestines and

tor

1

1

-

Are you keeping your bowels, liver
and stomach clean, pure and fresh
with Cascarets, or merely forcing a
passageway through these alimentary or drainage organs every few
days with Salts, Cathartic pills, Cas-

P.

Leave orders at- -

stock-mark-

Billiousness, Upset
Stomach, Lazy Liver or Constipated
Bowels by Morning.

g

:

4

SURELY

STRAIGHTEN

:

Delivered to your house. Patronize home industry.

d

j.

YOU CAN GET THE

WHEN

:

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
All Kinds of Soda,
Special High Ball Ginger Ale

8

Successor to

s

Why Import Mineral Water?

j

J. D. BARNES, Agent.

SANTA FE, N. M.

STORE,

Phone Black 6619.

4

San-for-

ENGINE

THE SIMPLEST AND MOST COMPACT

44

21-4l--

a

and all Foreign
Countries

14

"I

butch-answere- d

MARKET REPORT

Purchasing Wens
JdfC lUUUCj Fargo Domestic Money Orders, Travelers'
Checks and Foreign Money Orders

MnflPV and ,nconvenlence

Phone

We Have It.

If Its Hardware

Phone 14.

I

j

Wells Fargo & Co. Express

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

ALL DRUGGISTS

K

Given in vain ior their pleasure or
scorn?
Vain was the Voice that we heard and
obeyed?
Old Brother Death comes creeping
along, creeping along
in the shade.

(

9

1912.

22,

THE BROTHERS.
Young Brother Life runs out in the
sun.
Where the battles are fought and the
victories won,
Where the vanities thrive, where our
tricks and our tears
Fill the bowl to the full for our hungering years.
Ay, and apart from the game that is
played,
Old Brother Death
comes creeping
along, creeping along
in the shade.

The Little Store
Quality' and Large Variety of

MARCH

FRIDAY,
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Flower Stand

at Butt Bros.' Drug Store.

Will clean, press, repair

or alter Ladies' and
Gents' Garments at

9

Prices
For Hire at Popular
-

owners

reasonable prices and
will guarantee his work.
Orders taken for Ladies'

Buggies and Saddle Horses.
THEODORE C0RK1CK,

HACK LINE.

Phone Black 132.

and Gents' Custom

.

Prop r

j
9

WOODTS HACK LINE

Made Suits, Overcoats,

OPEN DAY AND NIGHT

Skirts or Riding Suits.

La Salle Restaurant

Thirty years' of experience in
tailoring in some of the largest
cities in Europe and America.

CHAS. GANN, Prop.

101

-

Prom

BARRANCA TO TAOS
V Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.

Telephone II.
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
Two Doorg Below P. Andrews Store.
north bound train and arrives at
the
Regular Meals 25 cents.
Taoa at 7 p. m.
50c.
and
25c
Rooms for Rent
Ten mllet shorter than any other
Short Orders at All Hours.
hacks and good
way. Good cover
00
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Toama
dtsil,
furnished commercial men to talc la
French Noodle Order !0c.
Cfcop Suey 50c the surrounding towna. Wlr Knbirto
New

Washington Avenue.
Phone Black 223.

trs

Goods Called for and Delivered
I

Station.

,

FRIDAY,

MARCH

1912.

22,
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Legislators What's The Matter
Your Baby?
With
!

Listen

Do not let

this
opportunity for

true economy
pass you by.

BEFORE have
NEVER been
so abso-

lutely determined to gain
your patronage, and never
before have used so much
painstaking thought in
the selection from large

The young mother and many an
old one, too is often puzzled to know
the cause of her child's ill nature. The
loudness of its crying does not necessarily indicate the seriousness of its
trouble.
It may have nothing more
the matter with it than a headache or
a feeling of general dullness. It cannot, of course, describe its feeling, but
as a preliminary measure you are safe
in trying a mild laxative.
Nine ti:nes out of ten, you will find
it. is all the child needs, for its restlessness and peevishness are perhaps
due to obstruction of the bowels, and
once that has been remedied the headache, the sluggishness and the many
other evidences of constipation and
indigestion will quickly disappear.
Don't give the little one salts, cathartic pills or nasty waters, for these
will act as purgatives, and they are
too strong for a child. In the families

STATE

of Mrs. S. S. Slaughter,
St., Pueblo, Colo., and
Brinker, 755 So. Grant
Colo,
the only laxative

1323 Spruce
Mrs. Ida A.
St., Denver,
given is Dr.
Caldwell's
It has been
found to answer most perfectly
all
the purposes of a laxative, and its
very mildness nd freedom from griping recommend it especially for the
use of children, women, and old folks
generally people who need a gentle
bowel stimulant. Thousands of American families have been enthusiastic
about it lor more than a quarter of a
century.
Anyone wishing to make a trial of
this remedy before buying it in the
regular way of a druggist at fifty
cents or one dollar a large bottle sent
to the home free of charge by simply
addressing Dr. W. B. Caldwell, 405
Washington St., Monticello, 111. Your
name and address on a postal will do.

DEFENDITSJOE

Municipal Ticket at Portales.
At a meeting held at the club rooms
at Portales to put out a ticket for
the following ticket was nominated: T. J. Molinari, mayor; S. A.
Morrison, Ben Birdwell, Ed Hawkins
and D. Hardy, aldermen.
The question of the school trustee election was
elso taken up. The civic committee
of the Woman's club requested that
they be allowed to place one woman

Republican State Chairman
made a very good witness before
Committee
the House Investigation
yesterday afternoon and was still on
adthe stand when the committee
journed to this afternoon. He told
a straightforward story that apparently gave a severe jolt to the conspiracy theory as far as his connection wilh the plan to trap the four
was
legislators accused of bribery
concerned, pathos being added to his
testimony by the fact that two of the
accused men are personal friends and
political supporters of Col'inel
Jaramillo in his own county,
that of Rio Arriba.
Col. Jaramillo told how on Saturday evening, March It;, Senator Holt
o'i the Republican Ext cutive Committee gave him llie first intimation of
the grave accusations against the defendants.
That a little later the prosecuting witness, Elfego Baca, unfolded the matter further to him, how for a time
there was d feeling of conflict between his personal friendship tor the
accused men and his duty to the party
and to the people, how he finally
called a meeting of the Republican
Central Committee for Monday afternoon at 3:30 o'clock, how six of the
nine members of the committee attended that meeting, a seventh member, Judge E. A. Mann, being in town
but unbeknowns to the committee;
how in that meeting the whole matter was discussed and the resolution
taken that the Republican party must
purge itself of men who would be
guilty of such crimes as these men
were accused of, and how then and
and
there, plans were formulated
steps taken to test the accused men
and to apprehend and punish them
if they were guilty. Colonel Jaramillo reluctantly consented
to the
part assigned him in this matter but
went about it as his duty by reason
of his position,
although he pitied
the four men then, just as he was
sorry for them when they were
caught and as he is sorry for them
Jara-mill-

Real Democracy.
How truly Democratic.
Mr. Llewel-l.Mi- ,
in the House last week,
suggested
the dropping of the title "Hon."
as
read bv tb& rttirt-tk;..
suggestion some time ago that the
nominated for the other place.
expression "palace of the governors"
be no longer used in connection with
Blaming the Wrong Fellow.
the executive mansion. The word palSome of the more raa;a partisans in ace is a reminder of
far away times
"
".no, lairies and a whole lot of other
Governor McDonald lor the loss of the, things not near so
ephemeral
This is
office of chief executive by the Repub-becoming a prosy and matter-of-fac- t
licans through the deflection of the kind of world with the
silly season fast
The G. O. P. should not slipping into oblivion.-R- ock
Progressives.
talre it out of the governor, but the j Tribune.

"""bu

1

Isl-m-

suit

"

made in New York sweat shops six
months before the latest style plates
are published, when you can get a
.suit made to your special order and
shape in our store right here.

Bring

us a sample of any $35.00 or $40.00

suit and we will duplicate it

FOR

$25.00

Ask what kind of tailors we are of
those

who have already

patronized

than five dollars is afraid to
put
into circulation for fear he may be
cused of having taken some

.something

will get

nobby for your money.

it
ac-

J. C. Lewis 01 Albuquerque, will rep"easy
resent the Albuquerque Morning Jour- money." This condition of affairs will
nal at the legislative proceedings.
likely exist until after the legislators
m m ft
Senator Louis Ilfeld has sent for receive their first pay.
An amusing incident took
his automobile. It is said he expects
place
to drive the car all over Santa Fe and lest evening in one of the hotels when
the surrounding country
while the a member of the legislature whose inlegislature is in session. Las Vegas tegrity is above question, asked several other members to have a cigar
Optic.
with him. He tossed a one dollar bill
The committee sent to Santa Fe to on the counter, where upon all his
further the county seat for Wagon friends, without a word of explanaMound, will report on Tuesday night, tion, turned and walked away. Now
March 2C. The meeting will be held he never has over fifty cents on disaf the Martinez Opera House, and ev play at one time.
eryone interested is invited to attend.
-- Wagon Mound Pantagraph.
The strength of the Repilblican pa
"
ty has been brought about by two
Representative W. W. Nichols, of things, the eternal truth and stability
Curry county, makes his home for the of its fundamental principles, and the
legislative session at 2C2 Palace ave- - reClgnition of the ability and loyalty
nue. Representative Skidmore
who ot its meml)ers by that party. It was
was joined by Mrs. Skidmore from Ra- - ability that elevated all the great lead- ton last evening, lives m the Lopez ers of tne party, to the high position
house on College street. Representa- - which they achieved, coupled with loy- tive J. V. Tully is at home at 104 De auy unfailing and ever steadfast. With
Vargas street. Senator Evans lives at this as the policy of the party and a
2D4 Garfield avenue.
ipar- c! its very structure, it should,
"
here in this new state at its first sen- "I am grieved because you did not atorial election, remain true to the
honor my husband with a complimen- r,irciples which have made it great,
tary vote," remarked a fair visitor to No man, who is now before the
halls to a legislator whom latnre as a possible candidate for Sen-shknew in his home town. The leg- - ator combines these
qualities to so
islator not only gallantly offered his
a degree as T. B. Catron. His
own vote, but secured that of a friend,
ability is acknowledged
everywhere.
and that is why a new Richmond ap- - Ven among those who are opposing
..
in
0011
- .
0.nntn:nl
oeuaiuiuii luiuwii ,cs- nim an(1 nis loyalty to his party is
i,...
terday with two votes to his credit.
He deserves recognition
proverbial.
and this is the time to show it. There
There is likely to be a currency is now a chance to give this honor
stringency in the capital city as the to a man who has won it. Will the
result of activity in arresting alleged party pay him, nay? Perhaps at no
bribe takers. Within the past few time since the days preceding the civil
hours, the demand for silver has in- war have conditions demanded ability
creased several fold.
as at the present time. Great ques
In fact anyone with a bill larger tions are before the American people
critical questions,
and patriotic
'

us, and then be sure you

'

o

Ven-cesla- o

Progressives,
who should be
made not only the target but the
whoel shooting match for accomplishing the defeat of the stalwart. Republican nominee for governor. Rock Island Tribune.
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PENITENT

Personal
Question Between
Friendship and Duty Decided by Witness.

Politics and Politicians

"hand-me-down-

STAND

Syrup-Pepsi-

SUMMER SUITINGS.

buy a

Tubercuicsis Medicine

Tells Straghtiforward Story
of Events Leading Up
to Climax

lines of SPRING AND

TVhy

1

THREE

Consumptives Helped by

ClHiN

ON

PAGE

It is M!y to
ieve Hint Consumption
oliier ilist'iise ill not
(liflrrs i I'i ill evel
the use ' f iiny speeilie nie,lii-iufur its eure. The trouble lius lieen Unit
lutue was known until tin- - many cures
etlerteil hv Kekumn's Alterative Ijegnn to
lie renllzeii. Now. lor leu yenis. mi enormous mass of voluntary ami thankful lis
tiinoitials from persons who eonsiiler that
they owe their lives to this remedy have
heen neiMimulalin. Surely plenty of time
You
its lasting value.
to demonstrate
can write to anv of them. Here is one:
l'a.
.".:lj:i lliranl Ave.. Philadelphia,
tleutletnen
lu the winter of 1!": I
had an attack of lirippo. followed byI
l'neuniouia. and later by onsuniit ion.
In the winter of
steadilv wor-- e
;rew1! 04 I Uud eouiib. night sweats, fever and
raised ipiantities ot awful looking stuff
and later I hud many hemorrhages; at
one time, three in three successive days.
I
Milk ami eggs became so distasteful
Three physicould keep nothing down.
cians treated inc. I was ordered to the
mountains, but did not go. Kckman's Alterative was recommended by a friend.
After taking " small quantity I hail the
My
ttrst. quiet night's sleep for weeks.
improvement was marked from the tirst.
gained strength and weight and appetite. 1 never had another hemorrhage and
lessened until enmy cough gradually
I am
perfectly well, livery-thin- g
tirely gone.
I
can
be verilied by lny
say here
family ami friends."
K. LOICIIHAN.
ANNIK
Allidnvltl
(Signed
Kckman's Alterative is effective In Itron-ohitiThroat and
Fever:
llav
Asthma,
l.ung Troubles, ami in upbuilding t.ie
not
contain
opiates
lines
poisons,
system,
or
drugs. Ask for booklet
of cured eases and write to K.okuiuu
l.abotatorv. Philadelphia, l'a.. for mote evidence. I'ur mile by all leading druggists ami
Vij

taim

zook's P'uarmacv.

amined

Jaramillo

Col.

FIRST

NATIONAL

BANK

OF SANTA FE
THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION
IN NEW MEXICO.
Loansmoney on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic
transfers of money to all parts of the civilized world on as
liberal terms as are given by any
agency, public or private. Liberal advances made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank executes
all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and will extend
to them as liberal treatment in all
as is consistent with sound banking.
money-transmitti-

OFFICERS.
R.

J.

PALEN,

President.

L. A. HUGHES,

J.

Cashier.
Assistant Cashier.

B. READ.

F. MckANE.

t.

;.'v.
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but could not

shake his testimony but elicited further facts (hat seemed to strengthen
the case against the accused. It was
brought out that Colonel Jaramillo had

4

PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

no favorites among the Republicans
who are seeking to go to the United
States Senate; that he is keeping
his hands off the senatorial contest:
that lie had never asked any on'1
either before the election or since
then to vote for him for United
Slates Senator: that he never told any
caucus that he was a candidate for
Senator and that he was, in fact, no
IS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED ?
candidate for the position.
The $2,000 cash which was used as
a decoy were obtained, as the banks
-were closed, from Jake Levy at the
Dank saloon to the amount of $j0i
and from Charles
Springer to the
amount of $1,."I00.
It was testified by Jaramillo that he
could not understand a word of the
GENERAL AGENTS.
SANTA FE, N. M.
conversation between Elfego Baca and
room
the accused in
41, that Mounted
Policeman A. A. Sena, while hiding in
the bathroom took out his revolver to
put it into his coat pocket just prior
to entering room 44; that the accused
signed their resignations without asking or saying a thing. In conclusion,
AND
Colonel Jaramillo testified that he had
never heard that the men had been
paid $1,500 or any other sum by any
other candidate, hut repeated the ruNow Under the Same Managemen
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
mor that had come to him from a
source he had forgotten, that the accused men had solicited another can The only GOOD HOTELS in the Capital City of New Mexico. Rooms
for
didate, NOT MR. ANDREWS
en suit with private bath. Cuisine and table service unexcelled.
$1,500 for their vote.
Colonel Jaramillo was still on the
Rooms.
THOS. DORAN,
stand, when the committee adjourned Large Sample
to this aflernoon at two o'clock.

How About That Fire

Insurance?

:

Think About It!

Then Act!

THE MOULTONESPE COMPANY

THE PALACE

OTELS

THE MONTEZUMA

Proprietor

now.

Voluntarily Resigned.
After stepping into room 44 at the
Palace hotel in which Mounted Policeman A. A. Sena had just placed the
accused men under arrest, Colonel
.Jaramillo. according to his testimony,
asked them:
"What have you done boys?" They
did not answer.
He continued: "As
chairman of the Republican executive
committee I was instructed to ask
you to tender your resignations as
members of the House. Will you resign voluntarily?"
They gave their assent together
and individually. Chairman Jaramillo
stepped out to get the blank form of
resignations which had been previously prepared and which were handed to
him by Senator Holt of the executive
committee.
They Were Sorry.
Later. Lucero, one of the accused
said: "Colonel we have made a mistake. We are sorry for this. Take off
my clothes and turn me out in the
cold. I beg your pardon and I implore
you to get me the pardon of the Re
publican executive committee!"
Cordova, another one of the defendin substance: "The
ants, declared
vtry best of men make mistakes. This
is our mistake.
This is a disgrace. I
cannot go back to my family or my
people. I am very sorry."
Trujillo, too, said: "I am very sorry.
It is very hard for a man like me to
be placed in this position.
jaramuio tnen rebuked them. Tru
jillo stated that he and Lucero would
vote for Jaramillo for Senator, and
Gordova and Montoya that they intend
questions, and it is an hour when
statesmen are needed. It is the ed to vote for Malanuias Martinez for
hour when big men are needed men Senator.
of brains and men who are students
A Mere Rumor.
of national affairs. It is not a time
A rumor that the defendants had al
for pigmies in national life, and
so made advances lo another senator
can not afford to send men of ial candidate for $,."on, was ruled out
this character to the United States as witness did not remember who had
Sen re. Let us prove that we are told him of this and because it was
alive to the needs of this hour, and a mere rumor that had absolutely no
know how to meet those needs. Let foundation, the committee again reasus send our ablest men to the nation- serting its attitude that it will not tol
al legislature.
Let us show other erate the dragging in the names of
states the timber we grow here. Let any senatorial candidates not directly
us give New Mexico an opportunity connected with the matter under into make her impression on the legisla-- ' vestigation.
tion that is before the nation, and let
Protested Their Innocence.
us elect men who will be able to put
On Tuesday, the day following ar
New Mexico to the front. Who, in all rest, Lucero and Trujillo
sent for
this state, is better qualified to meet State Senator Thomas D. Burns. Mr.
this situation than T. B. Catron? Aside Burns not knowing where the jail is
from these qualities of ability and loy-- ! located, Colonel Jaramillo
acebmpa
alty, Catron is a man of kindness of nied him. Lucero told Senator Burns
heart. If sometimes, he appears to be that they had made a mistake; that
hot of speech and rough in handling they had been led into a trap and
things, he has a kindly disposition wanted Senator Burns to help them
and his quiet charities' are countless, out; that they were innocent of any
They are not made public and not wrong doing.
done with display, as he is one who
Attorney B. M. Read then cross-ex- does not let his left hand know what
his right hand 13 doing; yet
people
here, especially among the native pop-- .
ulation, know well what he has done,
Use for Result
and how many times he has come to
them in hours of need and helped them
FOLEY KIDNEY PILLS
in their distress. In their hearts
They work directly on the KIDNEYS,
they
want to see him Senator, and if the BLADDER and URINARY PASSAGES,
matter of election were left to the and their beneficial effect is felt from the
Tom Catron would start. For BACKACHE, KIDNEY and
be elected beyond doubt.
BLADDER TROUBLE, RHEUMATISM
With these facts and conditions, Is CONGESTION of the KIDNEYS, IN
it not the duty of this first legislature FLAMMATION of
the BLADDER and
to give this faithful soldier and able
IRREGULARITIES
annoyingURINARY
citizen the honor which he has so
they exercise a permanent benefit.
truly won and which he so justly
TONIC IN ACTIO
QUICK IN RESULT!

Coronado Restaurant

BLADDER

Short Orders run Day
Furnished rooms

in

&

connection.

222 San Francisco Street

Regular Meals 25c.

Night.

Hot & Cold Baths.
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gen-unin- e

Eternal
Hustle
won't bring

success' unless
systematically directed and
accompanied by sane thinking.
Calm, clear brain-worthe kind that not only sees
but comprehends ; not only
plans but executes
that's
what wins " first prizes."
Brains work best only when
properly fed.

g Mij

k

LADIES, do not forget that

w

will have our COMPLETE STOCK

IF'SPRING

AND SUMMER MATER--

ALS on display.

spect them.

Jifferent

'

Come in and in

Here you get something

from the ordinary.

CAPITAL

JAILORS
East Side of Plaza,
Nevt Door to First National Bank Bldg.

1,

'

Grape-Nut- s
made of whole wheat and
barley, contains also the phosphate of potash (grown in the
grains) used by Nature in rebuilding brain and nerve cells
used up by every-da- y
work
and worry-Stoworrying, eat Grape-Nut- s
regularly and the hustle
comes naturally and it is fol
lowed with successful work.
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Spanish-American-

"There's a Reason"
Postum Cereal Company. Limited.
Battle Creek, Mich.
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JOHN PFLUEGER, THE SHOElMN

? 3E

FOUR

THE SAXTA

t

E NEW MEXICAN

SANTA

Entered, as Second Class Matte r

at the Santa Fe

Postofflce.

RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Daily, Bix months,-bDaily, per week by carrier..... .25 Weekly six aonaM
,
Daily, per month, bv carrier..:.. '.75
ar'--- eekly' rer
65
Daily, per month, by mail
per
Weekly,
quarter
7.00
mail
Daily, per year, by

Jicarilla Apaches have no need
for (SENATORIAL DEADLOCK APPEARS man who had rorruntpd the four da
more than e sixth of their reservaTO BE GRADUALLY LIFTING. fendants. Spiess being convinced they
had been corrupted from the statement
tion; the Navajo reservation is a
vast domain that, could house all the
attributed to the defendants by Elfe-g(Continued trom race One.)
Indians in the Vnited States; imBaca that they would vote for the
man who helped them and their remense areas are included in national
Skidmore, J. R. Fall, Mills.
fusal to vote for the second Senator
forests needlessly for they do not
Smith, S. J. Laughlin, Martinez.
whom Mr. Baca might suggest.
Toombs, Oscar T. Mills, Fall.
grow timber now, and never can be
made to grow timber, and other exMr. Spiess was informed by Elfego
Tripp, George W. Mills, Fall.
Baca that the latter had warned the
tensive sections have been
Trujillo, Julian Not voting.
H.
Martinez, four defendants saying: "Men do you
Tucker, George
under
reclamation projects
know what you are doing?" Mr. Baca
that include many acres that will Laughlin.
was angry and wanted to go before
never be touched by irrigation watTully, James V. Andrews, Fall.
n
ers. It is to reach thfs ovil t Vint tUn
caucus to' exVargas, Antonio D. Andrews, Cat- the
pose the men and then to have them
memorial has been prepared and is ron.
arrested without further parley. While
Young, John A. Fall, Andrews.
to be presented to Congress in good
Mr. Spiess did not doubt Mr. Baca's
Mr. Speaker Andrews, Fall,
faith and with hopes that the appeal
'
Senate.
'
word, yet Spiess hoped for some
Afternoon.
will be heeded.
Thursday
.'"
and the plan later carried
As the New Mexican went' to press
AN INJUSTICE TO NEW MEXICO.
yesterday afternoon, the Commit out was decided upon by the executive
committee.
Mr. Spiess excepted to
of the population of Ida tee on Judiciary reported on Rouse
o. u recommending that it be the word "inveigled," in a question by
ho is foreign born, and since 1900 Bin
tne foreign born population of the! tabled and that the Senate Substitute.1 Attorney Prichard referring to the go
state has doubled, according to a cen be passed in its place. The report ing of the four men into room 44 at
sus uuiieun issued today. Germany was adopted, the House bill tabled tne Palace hotel to meet Elfeeo Raca.
did not expect that the trap would
contributed 5,042 of its people to popu - j and tne Senate Substitute passed He
be sprung Monday eevning and did not
- wnose
measure
fixes the time for holdictu iuauo
total population is The
think
just a few thousand below that of ing court in the Third Judicial Dis- into it.that the four men would walk
New Mexico, although under the new trict.
It was on humane grounds that
Congressional apportionment it will
Similarly, House Bill No. 10, by J. Spiess advised keeping the four men
have two Congressmen, and New Mex
W. Chavez, defining the crime of per- - in custody at the Palace hotel instead
:
4,975 of its
and providing a penaltv there. of taking them to jail, where they
cLlnd h f,and Sweden
jury
.
4
.
. .'
tfteenat bU, could be properly confined if they
Canada 5.292, Norway 2,566, Denmark1"?'8
were caught in the act of committing
blU
unanlmous"
''aSSd
2,234, Italy 2,067, Greece 1,836, Ireland ?tltute

mail.
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This, of course, is all wrong.

.

But

hns the average voter ever considered
what sacrifices most office holders

"-

w

m,.t

luc
the public that imposes upon them the
burden of the cost of electioneering,
of campaign expenses. The candidate j
THE PEOPLE RULE.
if successful, must leave his occupa-- j
The continued reiteration of
the
tion, his business. That means more
than most men realize. They grow proposition, "Let the people rule," if
away from their trade; they lose holdi jt has any significance at all. and is
. business
affairs; they must often intended otherwise than to iiatter the
siart at the very beginning when they ueonle. is intended to be a reflection
relinquish office. Is it any wonutr on tj,e government that we have had
..... down thf
mm uiC reia6c uu.vc
time.
Now, in
..
. ,, present
move heaven and earth in order to be,
mrriinti , ' ... sm. nf
or to slip into some other all the machine
politics, in spita of
public office?
everv defect, in operation of our zov- this.
of
There is a remedy for part
,. h
that
ointrt 0T ,
A ronupt practices act s necessary do not hesitate to
say that the history
but it Ooes not reach deep enough. of the last 135 years shows liuit the
There should be an absolute prohi- people have ruled. President Taft, in
bition of any electioneering or cam- an address to the Massachusetts lepaigning on part of any candidate. gislature.
State Senator W. B. Walton has introAll the discomfort and chagrin
duced a bill prohibitir.,; it on the part
of any candidate for any judicial posi- which orderly minded people have felt
tion. Why not extend its provisions to as a result of Colonel Roosevelt's
every official? When a man goes hunt- - unmannerly and traitorous at'itude ing a job in a factory, or in a store, toward President Tatt may be welor at a railroad office, he does not ex- - corned gladly, if this single utter- pect to spend any money except it be ance by the President can be driven
for a "want" advertisement in a news- - home and fully assimilated,
It is a common practice for
paper or a postage stamp to put on a
gogues f every party and persuasion
application.
That is all the expense that should to put forward a doctrine or scheme
be permitted to be incurred by any which they offer as a panacea for the
Let it be the business of Nation's political ills,
candidate.
There is not one of these sara.j de.n- some public authority to see to it that
to the name ogogues who does not fully realize
the public is informed
and past record of every candidate that no doctrine or scheme can save
and as to the platform he is running on. a pe0pie who blindly follow the lead
Beyond that, no candidate should be of linscrupuious and plausible men.
compelled to electioneer or spend
The salvation of a nation lies in the
mtmy- individual integrity and sense of the
It is only one step and a logical pe0ple composing it. There is no
from a limitation of campaign ex- - trine however fair wnicn
aut0.
penses such as Congress has put upon- maticav work or the good of a peQ.
elimito
and
Senators,
Congressmen
)le And nQ
evm. hag
go
,
nating those expenses altogether, as careuly ,anned tfc
be
do
Senator W alton s bill proposes to
e
doctrine has
as to the judiciary. If it is accomp- - ever been sound
enough to stand se- .
lished, one canker, one deep source of
vi rogues ana
corruption, will have been removed fools.
affairs.
from public
An awakened public
intellect is
needed if office is to cease to be a
HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF NEW matter of
spoils, and men an object
MEXICO.
of exploitation.
The official report of the New Mex
When voters are more strongly at
ico Historical Society for the years traded by common sense and every-191to 1912, has much that is of in- - day integrity than by
torchlight
and incidentally
gives some cessions, even clumsy schemes of
a
work eminent will be found to work admir-tha- t
of the great and valuable
is being accomplished by the or- - ably.
Second thought will bring to every
ganization which finds its counterpart
in all the more advanced states .of alert man the conviction that the peo-thUnion. The guiding spirit of the pie do rule; wisely, foolishly, honestly
Society, President L. Bradford Prince unscrupulously as they will but albas given freely of time and talents so ways they rule,
as to mae the Historical Museum a
repository of all that is worth while
AN APPEAL THAT SHOULD BE
of historical material and books that
HEEDED.
can be obtained for the purpose. Of
The memorial to Congress drafted
late years, the library has grown to by Chief
tClerk Frank Staplin,
nd
be the best co..ection of books cn the introduced
by Representative John B.
Southwest for reference and historicBurg, on behalf of the people of San'
al work in New Mexico. The other Juan and Rio
Arriba
counties,' is
officers of the Society, William M.
timely and apropos. If Congress
Berger, Recording Secretary; Ernest heeds, the
compliance of the naiionai
A. Johnson, Corresponding Secretary, law
makers will Tint rtnlv hancRl
and John K. Stauffer, Treasurer, have citizen(J of
northwe8tern New Mexjc
in the work . of making but
,
which an
every c0
the Society and Historical Museum rservation or
fo
natlonal
worthy of the new state.. The recom-- ; tuate(J ,n
,andg haye
mendauons of the report are as fol-- , drawn
for a recIamation projoct
'
which will not cover all the lauds
The Heister collection of ancient tnU8
wjtheld rom settlement. n,e
pottery should have much more space, poIjcy of
federa, government of
..B
lU6Clv, ,ate has been to open up Indian reser- as not to show to advantage.
vations to settlement, to restore ro
"The growing collection of manentry lands needlessly withdrawn
uscripts needs considerable space and and to eliminate from
forest reserves
should have a room to itself.
areas that are not timbered, but the
"So long as the accommodations in
process is much too slow and New
the Palace proper cannot be conve- - MpYiffl ho n Alt
v.nnAAAt
j
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devoted
use of the
Society and we will endeavor to uti
lize it to the best advantage.
We desire to express our apprecia- of the appropriations made for
the benefit of the Society by the le- gislature at its last session. It has
resulted in the acquisition of niany
important and unique objects hich
would have otherwise been lost to the
Territory. It would be difficult to
a trore satisfactory expendt-ture of public funds than in the for-tmatlon of a permanent exhibition
of
everything connected ; ith the his- -

V,

lightened policy that has supplant- ed the Rooseveit program of
b.
bing everything jn gight for
orts
of federal reserves under the
oiou8 conservation plea. New Mex-tioico ,g t0 select more tnan sIx minion
acreg for Bchool and ingtitutioIlal pur.

n

temera are thronglng

,nt0

the state looking for homesteads,
there is a demand for grazing areas
and bjr right the mniions of acres at
present withheld from selection or
try under some plea or other that is not
valid, should be thrown open
that
they might be of the greatest benefit
land use to the greatest number.
.The

A.

1''a' 0l,ilUl

k, IIM fi!
Austria 1,563 Spain 1,040, and
Bulgaria, Finland, France, Holland, the time for holding court in the
Hungary, Mexico, Montenegro, Russia, Fo irth Judicial District, was intro
u
w
Tnrkov irloe
emu
uLuci cuuiniies nor' duced and passed under suspension of
"
specified, the rest of the foreigners. tn rulesBarth presented a petition from the
uespite tnis large population of heterogeneous origin, Idaho with less popu- Commercial Club and citizens of Albulation, will have twice as many Con- querque netitionine for the comnle- r,;
,
gressmen as New Mexico, because in
an3
amin
" f
g0
New Mexico's population are included
roads bill. An animated end good
tome 20,000 Indians, half the number natured
controversy over the form
of the foreigners in Idaho, and of
the netition
nsnpri and rKiltpd
'
r
tnese Indians, almost
'neii
and bantering which
i
pleasantries
iueblos, are in reality citizens. The led Barth to
give notice that he would
aj. parent injustice of this discrimination against New Mexico should be introduce a bill covering the salient
taken up by New Mexico's Congress- points of the Albuquerque petition.
The Senate then adjourned to
men at Washington,
and a strong
memorial by the state legislature Friday forenoon.
should be sent to the National CapiBribery Investigation.
tal with the two United States SenaCharles A. Spiess was placed on the
tors shortly to be elected.
stand this afternoon before the House
investigating committee that is probthe bribery charges against Rep"Representative New Mexicans" is ing
as valuable a book as anv newsnaiwi- resentatives Trujillo, Lucero, Montoya
office could have in its reference lib and Cordova.
Spiess related events leadine un to
rary, for it contains succinct and ac
curate biographies of more than four the arrest of the four men, his evi-corresponding with that of the
hundred New Mexicans prominent in
:
nronArlinn
r,',nAn,
it. BillU,
j HOW
nuueancs.
ne
political, business, industrial and nrn.
he
ever,
that
had
advised
that
the men
fessionai life. Each biosrranhv is ii.
B,,t De asked to resign
lustrated with an excellent
T arrestea
h.e Seqn!1 t0 th
courts: that
cut and helps to make familiar to Iav,
du enorl De maae W the Republican
each reader the men whn
t,,.iM,-.- ,
tne new state and who stand in the executive committee to discover the
man who was doing the corrupting,
vanguard of progress in the Common- and
meting out punishment to him, as
wealth. The book was compiled by C.
the four defendants seemed more like
S. Peterson, at present in the
Capital,
and is a credit to the publisher as well children to him who did not comprehend fully the enormity of their attias the printer.
tude, but who had been corrupted by
some one else. Mr. Spiess, still doubt
JUAREZ RACING
ing the statement of Prosecuting Wit.1
ENTRIES FOR TOMORROW.
Ubl,

Dill

oo

;

-

one-hal-

-

I

1

l.uw,6

half-tone- 1

I

the other member'

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Juarez, Mex., March 22 First race,
selling one mile. X Dottie B, 99; Cry
Baby, Rampant, 104; Crow Robb,
106; Harlem Maid, J. Lona,
Hearts Relief, 108; Sam Barber, The
Peer, Tom Frank, Johnson, George
Guyton, Rubinon, 110; traveller, 112.
Third race, selling, five furlongs. X
Mary Emily 98; Ac,Min, 101; Manas-seh- ,
103; Hardy, 105; Dudo, 108; Tour- -

te.t"

D. & ft.

i

$1.50

,

;

cut-of- f

13

Eggs

CHAS. A. WHEELON,
315 Palace Ave

GRIFFITH

Makes Men's Fine

a. ny.
m. or nort. .

Dress Shoes
VQas.D.GrWiSioeCb.
SHOE MANUFACTURERS

WnS

1

'

Try a New Mexican "Want Ad.
brings rebt:t

It

When You Want Any
Oak or Maple Floor Laid,
or Furniture Repaired,
Mission Furniture Made

'

,

3ur $4 8hoe Ectuata Any ;
Jther $5 Shot Madff - !l

,

WE "VASRAKT THBM
.

FINE and HEAVY MEN'S SHOES from

$2.50 up.

MANSFIELD Boys'

Shoes from $1.50 up.

Call and see my line before
making your purchase.

THE CARPENTER

Shop Opposite Montezuma Hotel.

B. TONNIES.

ALSO AGENT FOR THE
i

ei3ir PAIR HAS Tim

rTe Griffiths

to Order, Screen Doors or
Windows, Glazing Done,
or any General House Re- pairing, Tar and Gravel
Roofing, see

Burch Awning, the Best Awning Made

204' West Palace Avenue.

ELK'S THEATRE

.

-

,Mexlcan-

-

r

fitter

n

Thursday; March 28

We

THE BIGGEST

.

...

EGOS FOR HATCHING.

Leaves 10:05 a.
Arrive 4:20 p. m. from north.
New ex)co Centra! Ry.
Leave 12:45 p. m., connects with No.
I east and 1 south and west
Arrive 4:15 p. m. with connections
from No. 3 east

e Democrats, besides,
'
described
testi- - owe
him a debt 01 gratitude for faith- mony.
a"d te"ing WOrk don in their be"
He described how the $2,000 in cash
88 secrtarv of the State Central
had been secured, as the banks were
closed. The business place of J w Com:nitte and as a sane, sensible
Akers seemed the mostlikely as hav-- . leader duri"S many years preceding.
"ig so large an amount on hand. It
Whether it is good, bad or indifferwas there that Venceslao Jaramillo
secured $o00 and Charles Springer ent. New Mexico and her legislature
xouu.
some notoriety from all
ist, 112.
nen fllounted Policeman A.
fourth race, selling, six furlones. xiA- Sena asked Spiess what tn dn withlParts of lhe country. The local tele- .
... .
,
fVlrt
.
OS
T5K T . 1. ,
",B11 opiess aavised
iu2; Angeius, 1U7; Napa
notifying thej s 111 uu;e5 nave Deen inundated
Mick, 108; j. H. Reede, Eye White, dis,rict attorney and until a warrant since iast niSnt when four members
and commitmentniiad been
' tne ho"se were arrested by a mem- John Griffin, 110.
issued,
Fifth race, selling, six furlones. vi keeping
- thev
Ul
IUUIU,
"'uam,t:w puilUtf lUIt'e. '
vuoiuuj
Melts, 100; Chessa Marsand, Helen
AD A1'bu(luerque
man, who is in the
Hawkins, 103; Emma G, Orba Smile,
?
caueht c"y on business said today that he
Regards, Kid North, Ramsy, 10S; i fh
Dave Montgomery, 111.
wis
Sixth race, selling five furlongs. Dog Spies'tVVonkteoyahTesr
?
he W8S
Star, 102; The Visitor, Secret, 103; X peaking to him asL in th Palace
been kpt 80
hotel saying that he would
Hazel C.. 101; Dromi, 108;
a'
take
Booger
W'I messages concerning the
great deal more delight in prosecutine
Battle, Gift Mandanero, 112.
lr le8islators that regular
man
X Apprentice allowance.
higher up who was corrunt rSt
business had suffered,
ing legislators than he would such commeTClaI
poor devils like the defendants when' The nwspaper agencies have kept
HOPKINS, MISSOURI, SAVED
interrupted by Colonel Jaramillo and 'be 1eal newsl)aPer corresiondents
BY WOMEN OF TOWN. the others
stepping in. He overheard "P day 8nd night' and correspondents
haVe been asked for Photographs
Lucero asking Jaramillo's
of
I
By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
cero saying in Spanish: pardon
men arrested, senatorial candi- "r
nn,',itb
St. Joseph, Mo., March 22. Credit rather go naked
in the street than to date8' the 8tate cap'tol and birdseye
for saving Hopkins, Mo., from total have done
this, but even the most hon- views of the city.
destruction by fire is given to the est men make mistakes
The developments of the
at times."
past twenwomen of the town, .who, when a
Mr. Spiess then tnin
ty four hours have been the sublecf
blaze consuming several stores today checo and others
interceded with him of conversation on the streets here tc
broke out, went
assistance of r.n,,? oil v. COuld d0 for th Taos'day and
staid political dopesters
the male inhabitants and formed a
.
,
., al in
renrespntativn.,
,c., unuirieuiie a. complete
unneaval
ii
bucket brigade, which continued
"ieSS
in
8aid he could notiot figures with the result that most
I""'.
action until the fire was under control.
1116
88 he wouid
statesmen now agree
probabfv
have
a
.
th.t
-- "
itn,
t is. gome
t iivuuw wno
me
SCHOOL BOARD MET
ws
next senator- th.e
a8,ked.'or
!j
.
YESTERDAY AFTERNOON.
giaaiy give it. Mr. rious admission for one of them to
mtea
make
tnat
Lucero
tk kuu,u ui cuucauon met yester- - " ""cu
wnether the defpndant
day at 4:30 p. m. in the office of the could not remain in the
legislature if FREIGHT ADVANCES ON
secretary. Roll call showed nresent
.cumnea trom
for Sena-tor- s
Jose D. Sena, Frederick Muller, Dr.
LEMONS SUSPENDED.
M. Spiess advised tgat
out
ur.
of
the question if the evidence
itons,
Knapp and James L. Selig-maInterstate Commerce Commission Will
Absent Dr. Sloan, T. B. Catron
thm Was true-tLook Into Matter Soon Is
and Nicanor Baca. The minutes of M C de apgaiMt
retained as counsel b
the previous meetings were read and
Announcement.
defendants, asked Mr. Spiess to
draw up
approved.
resignations for the defend-ant- s (By Special Leased Wire
The Mothers' Club having presentto New Mexican)
and Mr. Spiels dictated
such
ed a request for permission to hold Wank resignations
Washington, March 22. Freight adto Miss Hanna a
vances on lemons in car loads from
meetings in the high
Wm ClaudeHutto
in California to noints in Utah.
school building at 4 o'clock, the same TTo!LTeT rb
stenographer for the in- points
was granted.
Montana, Colorado and other inter
vestigation committee at the
bribery state designations
The question of purchasing a nice
today were bus
pended by the Interstate Commerce
Colonel Prichard
flag for the high school was referred
Commission until October 3f, 1912. The
to J. L. Seligman.
witness, but elicited no additional the
in increase in the
rate was from. $1 i a
Quite a number of bills were passed formation or .contradictions.
Mr hundred
on by the committee and ordered
pounds to $1.15. Testimony
paid Spiess reiterated that he had at first in
the. case has
before the comby the board.
opposed arrest as being too
Dr. Knapp having offered the board he men should prove to be drastic i mission but the caSe cannot be decidinnocent; ed yet for several months.
$50 per month for the rooms
having tnat he wanted more evidence than
j'
been occupied by Miss Astler, the ofC
FALL RIVER COTTON
fer was accepted, he to make any reMILL STRIKE IS OVER.
pairs needed. The rent on the office corrupted them rater than the 7ov
room occupied by Mrs. L. A.
Asked"whether he had
Harvey defendants.
was fixed at $7.50 per month
beginning any evidence that these defendants Ten Per Cent Advance Accepted
had been corrupted,-witnes- s
Will Effect 30,000 O
May 1st, 1912.
replied- The buildings and grounds commit
i iue wona.
Asked whether
tee was authorized to ask for bids to he had taken any steps to determine
icpaii tue oia men scnool bulldine-- who had corrupted these men, Mr (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
.'
.
The question of purchasing a micro- Spiess Baid "Yps'j
Fall River, March 22. An advance
,.
scope or two for the high school was Montoya in a friendly manner and of ten per cent in wages March 25 was
referred to Members Rolls and Knann. Montoya had stated that no one had offered today to the operatives' unions
..The action of the teachers' committee corrupted him. T.t
, by the Fall River Cotton Manufactur-j
in accepting the resignation of Miss all four whether
Assurances, have
one had paid ers' Association.
or lne V0Ws"and they replied been given that the Increase would
uergese as first primary teacher in
be accepted and that ther e' will be no
the second ward and appointing Miss "No." Still
uau USKcQ
' -- v. i,oj
Wood to fill the vacancy, was ratified Mounted Policeman A.' A. Sena to
general strike next Mondaj.i The adsleep
vance will effect about 30,000 opera,
nim iu uin.' nrnv urith
by the board.
"
I
Kail
(.new.
.
On motion the hoard adjourned,
t- ..v th?irjonflderjce MMhtuj find oat the- -tives.
-
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rf 'the
to make the
at length in previous

-

and Pecos Valley points should now
Phone Red 204.
leave at 3:"0 p. ai. instead of 7:20
as heretoior;. Connection leaves Alt 7:55 r- - nit. Instead of
buquerque
2:20 a. m.

The compliment paid Judge N. B.
Laughlin today by the Democrats casting their solid vote for him for Unit- .
in ...nil uA
" Qlin4tnt
veu, ior out
"""i"'
,
v.
nf n,
e is on me otn- l'" l,v;,PoHtica. fence from the

'""ff
i

-

v:

Mala-denc-
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-

trr the Belen

Passengers

a felony.

"It isn't right Mr. Montoya, for you
to suffer for the offense of some one
else," Spiess told Montoya in a
friendly manner, he testified, "and I
want you to tell me if any one has
ever offered you any money; that is
the man I am after, for 1 consider you
poor fellows almost as innocent as
cnildren." "No, nobody'" was the
answer and the negative reply of the
other thre was equally as explicit
When asked whether he had mention-o- f
a
name ul nuy particular name to
the defendants in this connection,
bpiess said: "I do not recall." "Did
you have any particular senatorial
candidate in mind at the time?" "Yes,"'
was the frank reply, "but I would not
give the name, as I might be doing
him an injustice." The witness testified that Montoya turned his
pockets
inside out and declared he had no
money. Spiess then related the incident of the finding of the missing $20
gold piece in a pocket of Lucero.
The witness repeated the story of go-inS to jail on Tuesday afternoon to see
tne defendants on request of
e
Q'as Martinez, A. C. Pacheco, Antonio
Trujillo and A. A. Rivera, going as a
friend of the above as well as of the
defendants.
Mr. Spiess was still being
as the New Mexican went to
press.

;

& Ct Buff Orpingtons

8:35 p. m.
ueave Santa Fe at 8 : EG p. m. to cod
ect with No. 8 tastbound and No. 9
westbound.
Returning, arrive at Santa Fe, 11:30
'
P. m.

...

T

-

Returning arrive at. Santa

.....

1

fl.--

tory of New Mexico. '
"We especially need an appropriation for the binding of the newspaj
pers that have accumulated. This is
the only set of newspaper files in New
Mexico, and is of great value.
' We also need an
appropriation
for the arrangement and proper exhibition of our manuscripts. These
are now of great importance, and
since the removal of the Archives to
Washington, are the only original historical documents in the State.
"We will be glad to receive as large
an appropriation as the legislature
may think proper. Whatever it is, it
will be expended with the greatest
care and to the best advantage.: The
time and labor involved in the selection of historic objects, books and me-nuscrlpts, is glauly given without
charge, as it is a labor of love,

-

One-eight-

i-

"They said they wanted to reimburse
themselves for the heavy expenses of
their election," is the way that one
of the witnesses before the House bribery investigation committee, quoted
one of the defendants.
How many other men In public life,
from New York to San Francisco, are
at this very time engaged in this same
task of reimbursing themselves in
some manner or other for their election expenses? They may not be doing it by accepting direct bribes, but
there are various methods "within"
the law, and yet only one or a few
degrees removed from bribery.

Returning arrive at' Santa Fe 6 p. m,'
Leave Santa Fe at 6:20 p. rtf. to con-- '
nect- - with
and No.

i

.... .$3.50

1912.

22,

Society Stationery The New Mexican Printing Company have on hand
LOCAL TRAINS and can make up promptly the latest
forms in society stationery. The new
The following are tne tlrae tablet size correspondence cards, etc. Or.
of the local railroads:
ders taken for engraved and embossed work. Several lines to make
"A. T. & . fi Ry."
your selection from.
Leave
8:10 a. m., to connect with No. 3
Subscribe for the Santa Fe New
westbound and No. 10 eastbound.
Mexican, the paper 'hat boosts all
Returning, arrive Santa. Fe at 12.10 of the time and works for the
upp. m.
;
building of our new State.
Fe
Santa
Leave
at 3:30 p. m. to
conect with No. 1 westbound and No.
2 eastbound.
, ,
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withdrawn

The new Mexican is the oldest newspaper in New Mexico. It is sent to
every postofflce in the State, and has a large and growing circulation
among the intelligent, and projjressiv e people of the Southwest

REIMBURSEMENT.

FRIDAY,
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NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE. 3f. M.
!

THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY, PUBLISHERS.
SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.
Oldest Daily in the Southwest and Only Daily at State Capital.
NEW MEXICAN REVIEW.
(
fakes Specialty of Mining, Political and Industrial Naws. Goes to Every
of
Post Office
State. $2.00 a Year.
EL NUEVO MEXICANO.
Larger Circulation Than Any Other Spanish Paper in United States. $2.50
a Year.
PAUL A. F. WALTER
FRANK P. STURGES
Editor and President.
Vice President.
JOHN K. STAUFFER
CHAS. M. STAUFFER
. General
Secretary-Treasure...
Manager.
,
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EVER

SEEN IN SANTA FE

THE WORLD'S GREATEST
MUSICAL TRIUMPH

MADA ME

i

llMfLrTt

T
ZT7,
I

SUCCESS

'T'

AN

y

RRY

CAST OF CELEBRITIES, MOST CHARMING
CHORUS, MASSIVE PRODUCTION

ALL-STA- R

"Erery Little Movement Has a Meaning All Its
SEATS READY MONDAY.

Own

"

PRICES, $1.50, $2.00

BOXES, $2.50.

e

i

aJ,t?

V1?
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When Your Glasses Break

adt: tTiujaz

SEND THEM TO

TAUPERT, MFG. OPTICIAN,
EAST LAS VEGAS, N.M.

Lenses ground either. to match broken ones
or to Oculists' Prescription.

y

WORK RETURNED

BY FIRST MAIL.

cross-examine- d

bn

ADDISON

.

HALL

L. C. HALL

.

i

HALL & HALL,
LIFE

s.

I

.

NSU

HEALTH

R

LIABILITY

ANCE

FIDELITY AND SURETY BONDS

Let Us Explain To You.
The Famous "Self Sustaining Life Insurance Policy"
WRITTEN BY

w

THE RELIANCE LIFE INSURANCE
:

lat(.'th.

imihi

ACCIDENT

COMPANY OF PITTSBURG, PFNN.

"A Reliance Policy, indeed, is truly a reliance in time of need."
GENERAL AGENTS

H ALL.' & HALL

GENERAL AGENTS

Room 21 Capital City Bank Burlding, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
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his home today after spending a week
in Santa Fe.
I.. M. Ortiz, a teacher in the Nanibe
schools is in the ciry conferring with
the county school superintendent. Mr.
Before and After.
Ortiz has just closed a six months'
(From Judge.)
term of school.
He called her his ideal,
William Stanley Andrews, a busiEre he and she were wed;
ness man of Titusville, Pennsylvania
She soon proved his ordeal,
and son, of former Delegate W. H. AnAnd he wishes he were dead!
drews, is in the city on a few days visit
He is a guest in the home of his fath- J. Ti. Woods, was in Santa Fe today er on Washington avenue.
on his way to Estancia from San Mar-M. L. Dorr, special agent of the
....
terior department and Ranger H. R.
Felice Lilian, a ranchman of San 11 Hammond of the forest service spent
defonso, is in the city purchasing sup- yesterday at the San Felipe Indian
,
plies.
pueblo, investigating Indian condi- J. A. Montoya", a business man of tions. Albuquerque Journal,
J. F. Floersheim, editor of the Spnn-- i
S.M'inger, and his son are guests at
arrived in the Capital
the Palace.
Former County Commissioner Jose last night from his home in Roy. Mr.
Inez Roybal of San Ildefonso, is a vis- Floersheim is boosting for the pro- itor in town.
posed creation of Coronado county. He
Pedro Ortiz y Pino, the merchant ib registered at the Montezuma.
Dr. I.. C. Hill, of Las Cruces, came
and stockman of Galisteo, is in
the
down from Santa Fe yesterday and
city on business.
H. M. Jaramillo, a ranchman of met his wife, who left last night on
Chimayo, was in tha city Thursday the Chicago limited for Tarrytown,
in
X. Y. The Hills formerly resided
transacting business.
Albuquerque Journal.
Join) King, a merchant of Folsom, Albuquerque.
Word received from Mrs. J. Frank
Union county, is a visitor in the city
Curns. who is in Kansas City with
and a gaest at the Palace.
M. Celiers, a businessman of Las1 Mrs. Bardshar, says tnat Mrs.
arrived in the Capital last eve-- : shar is very ill, and very little hope is
entertained for her recovery. Mr.
ning and is at the Momezuma.
J. A. Miller, an allu,;.r
of Albn- - Bardshar left Santa Fe to join his
Mound
querque. is a business visitor in the wife last Friday. Wagon
Pantagraph.
city. He is at the Montezuma.
Chief Justice Clarence J. Roberts
Perfecto Trujillo of Chimayo, Rio
Arriba county, is in the capital visiting and family will take up their resi- tRnce ln tne bena hl'K li adjoining the
his son, Legislator Julian C. Trujillo.
Elmer E. Studley, a prominent attor-- ! courthouse on East Palace Avenue, in
soon to be vacated
ney of Raton, arrived in the citv last the Premises
Architect and Mrs. I. H. Rapp who
and registered at the Palace,
1H
possession of the renovated
H. O. Snyder, the insurance man of
Martinez house further up the avenue,
in
the
arrived
Pueblo,
city yesterday
J- B- Wood came in this noon from
afternoon and is stopping at the Pal-where he has been in
Magdalena,
ace
j! S. Black, editor of the Albuquer-- ! the
arge of the convicts from tne
que Evening Herald, arrived in Santa s,ate penitentiary now employed on
Fe last evening and is stopping at the; the Camino Real. The high altitude
has given Mr. Wood an attack of rheu- Pplace.
Xuma Reymond. a capitalist of Lasjmatism which' he hopes to eradicate
Cruets, is a guest at the Palace. Mr. b' a change to farm life. Estancia
Reymond has just returned from a News.
trip around the world.
Tomas Pino, a miner and prospee- - GERMANY WILL INCREASE
ITS ARMY AND NAVY.
tor of the San Pedro gold and copper
mining district, is in the city purchas- New Battalions
and Squadrons Is
ing supplies of the local merchants,
Kaiser's Answer to British
Sheriff Emil James of Socorro, So-- j
War Lord.
corro county, who captured the Mogol-Ion bandits a few weeks ago, is in the
city. He is registered at the Monte- - (Cy Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
zuma.
Berlin, March 22. The establish- .T. M
T.ucas. a mining- man nf Cold-- ! ment of tw additional corpse for the
Prussian army, increases in the Saxon
the Coronado. Mr. Lucas is interested and Bavarian army and the establishment
of
an
extra
naval
battle
squadin mining properties in southern Sanion of three battleships and two cruis- ta Fe county.
ers is Germanyls answer to the recent
J. B. Underwood, V. S. Commission- of Winston Spencer Churchill,
.
er, who represents the N'ew Mexican speech
.,. .
, 1V,
u
",UBU ".um"'l,,B,'
at Willard, Torrance county, left for!"'" ',
T submission
!en today by the
to federal!
council of amendments to the army
and
na7H bi'ls; .'; f ,

w
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UNITED STATES BANK

TRUST CO.

&

PERSONAL

CAPITAL 850,000 00
Business

Does a General Banking

Your Patronage Solicited
President

. B. lAUGHLIN,

.Vi:f

:

V,

STEPHENS, Cashier;
Asst. Cashier

1856.

5'

1903- -

Incorporated

carry the mostj
complete stock in

GOOD ENOUGH

FOR US!

large display of trimmed
hats, patterns, shapes, etc.

Style isn't style when it has no foundation on quality materials, when it is not expertly tailored into the garment. In all
lines of endeavor there is always one man or firm that is by
all acknowledged supreme, preeminent. Every good dresser
recognizes the supremacy of the ROYAL TAILORS. Paste
may serve the purpose of good diamonds, but cotton will not
take the place of wool in yout suit.

MRS. W. UNDIIARDT,
125 Palace Ave.

demonstration: in favor
of president madero.

j

Established

E

FASHIONABLE MILLINERY. Come and see ourj

l.

1

H. F.

W. E. GRIFFIN

MEM)

PAGE FIVE

N. M.

Reports That Federals Join Rebels
Branded as False by the

Authorities.

"

'

ft

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Washington, I). (.., March 22. A
private dispatch from Juan Sanchez,
secretary to President Madero, at
Mexico City, received today said:
"The report from Juarez that groups
oi federals in Chihuahua had joined
the rebels is denounced as a falsehood.
On the ontrary every one applauds
the loyalty of our heroic regulars. It
is also .nitrite that there has been any
threats against President Madero. A
few days ago there was
most favorable demonstration here in his favor
in which 2.(ih0 of our best educated
people took part and which will be re:
peated in the greater part iof the republic Sunday next.
Fighting Near Ceballos.
Chihuahua, Mex., March 22. Unofficial reports from Escalon are that
Ught fighting is in progress near Ceballos, twenty miles south there. At
Orozco's headquarters there will be
no surprise if an important, encounter
occurs today. General (Jampa heading a force of more than 1,200 men arrived last night at Escalon, and a
heavy detachment has been sent on
South. The trains in which they
moved south from Jimez are at Escl
Ion. General Tellez is belived to be
the general commanding the advunc- ing federals.

I

Golden Opportunity.
NEW LINE OF

1

Bard-Vega-

Suits and Coats
For Spring and Summer.

t'e

'

:

ELEGANT STYLES, STYLISH COLORS
ICflCf!
LvlA.Lrf
A

'

White Serge Suits and Coats. They are
Ladies
Deauties- Snappy and
Tailor-Mad- e
Waists and Middy Blouses.
-

-

1

up-to-d-

j

y,

!:. uuib
llgll
will suit you in style, color and price.
f UCW
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SELI6MAN BROS

mui

i.

COMPANY

j

O. Box, 219.

:

:

Phone 36

:
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Manicuring,

and

Form-fittin-

g

EVERY THREAD GUARANTEED TO

g.

shape-retainin-

BE WOOL OR YOUR MONEY REFUNDED.

Prices as cheap

as you are paying for half cotton.
A

Suit for $18.00 you have been paying $22.50 for

A

Suit for $25.00 any man might be proud of

A Suit
A

for $30.00 will make the ladies take notice

Suit for $35.00 you would pay $75.00 for on Fifth Av.

W. N. TOWNSEND & CO.
THE MASTER

PRICES

FOR HONEST

TAILORS.

Miwwlwa.'ww.M

HAND IN CHINESE BRAWL.

rt
Blue Jackets Landed at Swantow When irt
&
Captain Heard Americans
Were Threatened.

(Ry special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Hong Kong, March 22. Trouble is
brewing between the various sections
of the population in the province of
1
and an outbreak may occur
Kwang-Si- ,
at any moment, according to reports
received here.
During the fighting at Swatow the
Standard Oil tanks and warehouses
were struck frequently by bullets. The
Standard Oil Company which has its
The Insurance and Surety Companies we represent
Chiropody, Vacuum Treatment
pear in the Xord Deuche Allgemeine
has put in a claim
headquarters
are the strongest in the world, and our list of Real Eak ft
Zeitung. The extra battleships to be; for 1,000,000 here,
taels (about $700,000) for
and
baldness
hair
estimat-1920.
Dandruff,
constructed
before
The
falling
ffl
'
is too large to enumerate.
done to its property during
positively cured. Pimples, blackheads, ed additional annual cost is said to be damage
fighting at Hankow. The comLet us explain one of our attractive Life, Health orAcci- - $ facial lines, absolutely removed. All $24,250,000 in 1912. 1,750,000 in 1913; the
of the TJ. S. monitor Monterey
and $28,500,000 yearly after that. The' mander
dent Policies or show you puc list of Real Estate Bargains. . $ kinds of hair work done.
when it was reported to him that
MRS. R. LOPEZ.
personnel of the navy will be increas- American
property had been damaged
ESTABLISHED OVER 30 YEARS.
343 San Francisco St. ed by 75 officers and 16,000 men anPhone 5075
of men.
a
' at Swantow, landed
nually, until 1920, over and above the He informed the leadersparty
of the Chinincreases provided for in the existing!
die- naval bill. The bill provides for an ese troops that he did not wish to
to them where they should fight
tate
GO increase in submarines and for several battles betw een themselves in their
dirigible balloons. The army reforms! own
country, but informed them that
ft
INSURANCE, SURETY BONDS, REAL ESTATE.
Till increase business footing by 29,-- !
he was prepared to protect American
000 men. They include the creation of
119 San Francisco St.
two field artillery regiments, one Sax property. The Chinese promised him
Phone, Red 189.
on cavalry regiment, one Prussian in-- that they would put a stop to the burn
and looting.
Guerrilla fighting is
fantry regiment,'1 fourteen additional ing
still proceeding at Canton and its
third battalions to bring up the
strength of all regiments from two to
three battalions, and the introduction
of machine gun companies in every MAN FOUND BY NEIGHBORS
CHOKING DYING WIFE.
j existing
regiment. Xew corns will be
HAVE just received our Spring Style Book constationed on the French and Russian
Fabrics
frontiers. The bill provides increased Uzzle Shot Woman and Himself
taining all the Latest and
in Fit of Jealous
pay for the men.
SUITS
AND
for LADIES' AND MISSES' DRESSES,
Rage.
measure
to
of
a garment built
COATS. The cost
your
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
SAN FRANCISCO HAS A
of Fabrics and Style selected by you isn't any more
Metropolis, 111., March 22. James
CHINESE TONG WAR. Uzzle last
night entered his wife's bed
of
made.
cost
the
in comparison than
garments ready
room as she was putting her sleeping
Celestials Are Fighting Over a Slave
You can save 25 per cent, by having your suit made to
baby to bed and fired four bullets inGirl Arrested by City's
:: :: :: ::
shot himself.
to her body.
order through OUR SUIT DEPARTMENT
Police.
Neither died immediately.
Neighbors
COME IN AND HAVE A LOOK
attracted by the shots say they found
Wire to New Mexican)
(By Special
his dying wife. A chance
Uzzle
San Francisco, March 22. With six remarkchoking
of a ten year old daughter
of the most powerful tongs in the
HIGH-GRAD- E
earlier in the day is said to have apUnited States at war anfi the Chinese
prised Uzzle of a rival. Uzzle who is
quarters alive with "gun men," busi- 38 years old, and his wife will die.
ness was in a state of chaos in Chinatown today as the result of battles In
All legal blanks prepared according
San Francisco, Oakland and Sacra to
the Statutes of New Mexico, new
GO
ON
HERE
NEVER
BUY
WHAT
WRONG
YOU
?
YOU
which
mento'
last
resulted in the State
Is the most luxurious coffee
9
night
form, for sa'e by the New
killing of five men. A score of detec Mexican
ever
to
put
you
your
lips.
vyurn.
Printing Company.
ui
I ne tsest oi every ining ai Kigni.
rices,
ij
tives were sent into the Chinese quar
It is blended from the world's
i
ters today with instructions to shoot
Every Description. Miverware, cut uiass, ue co- to kill- at the first sis-- nf renewal of
rated China, Watches, Clocks, Etc.
choicest coffees, and its ex-

I INSURANCE, SURETY BONDS,

They will not shrink on your back.

CLOTHES.

u. s. WARSHIP TAKES

1

P.

That's good Indian for the man who discovers, after it is too
late, that his clothes are part cotton. Boor fellow ! He knows
the rain will spot the fabric a wetting will put the shape all
out. Don't get stuck that way. Buy ROYAL TAILORED

Handsomely made up and of the
latest patterns. See the stylish
material. No trouble to fit you.

t

See the Window Display.

.

Massaging,

SILK DRESSES:

i

W

SELIGifl

ADOLF

GOODS

DRY

tate

f

O.C. WATSON & CO.

US.

ME

5

ANNOUNCEMENT
WE

,

of Coffee Drinking

He-the-

COFFEE"

r

xeuaoie jeweier

n
II y.

j
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j

quisite favor never varies.

SanFranciso

street
..

MULLIGAN & RISING,
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
License Numbers,

Day or Night Phone,

66-6-

Next Door

c

ALSO HAVE A FULL LINE OF

Chase

to Postoffice,

I JO

I

Red,?

;

H.

S.

&

that it
B.

JOSEPH

inves-tion-

IS A RARE OPPORTUNITY.

HAYWARD,

MANAGER,

Room 8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.

Sanborn's Teas.

KAUNE & GO.

Where Prices are Lowest
for Safe Quality.

STRICTLY NEW
In

it we have a Full

Selection of the

JEST RECEIVED,

OF NEW FURNITURE

GUM FURNITURE

The newest article in the Furniture Line. See the window
display and step in the store and see the full
assortment. It will do you good.

THE

AKERS-WAGNE-

FURNITURE AND

R

UNDERTAKING COMPANY.

MISS

MUGLER,

.

JAMES C. McCONVERYi!
Hardy Plants and Flowers in their Season.
Phone. Black 204.

CURRENT WE WANT TO SELL

415 Palace Avenue.

- &in

r-

2

Listen! Why Not Get the Benefit of All the Light?
Our display rooms are
THE
are using it. It saves on your light
and
where
it
for, by

SAVES
EYES.
bill
open for your
you
having right
inspection, and we have the finest line of Reading and Student Lamps that can be seen anywhere, and we will sell them right. Get away from
the idea that these lamps are expensive. Cheaper, cleaner, give the maximum light, and better loeking than anything you can get.
You pay

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT

A CARLOAD

NEW GOODS

hostilities.
The taking of May Shue, a slave!
SPRING MILLINERY
Manchuria
girl, from the steamship
yesterday as the vessel was about to
sail for the Orient caused the out- HATS, FLOWERS, CHIFFONJ
M ALINES, RIBBONS, SILKS, ETC.
break, according to the local Chinese.
The girl was seized by the police af- Also
have Crochet Threads, Slipter she had been charged with burgCotton, Embroidery Silk, and
lary by a member of the Bing Hong per
a fine assortment of Stamped
tong. This torig has accused the Gom
Lorn Yee Sor tong of having aided Goods for French and Eyelet Emthe girl in escaping from slavery. The broidery, etc.
result was simultaneous attacks upon
A.
members of the Gom Lorn Yee Sor
Southeast of Plaza.
tong by the Bing Kong men last night.

NO PROFIT ON THE LAMP-I- TS

S

,

I

SEAL BRAND
PURE

JEWELRY

track we are offer-

re

You will find, upon

1

"CHASE &
SANBORN'S

JULIUS H. GERDES.

7-ac-

ing.

j

The Supreme Luxury

te

The

j

Where Prices are Lowest
for Safe Quality.

I

Don't Over-Loo- k

COMPANY WASHINGTON STREET
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Colonist Fares!
I

TO
Alberta, British Columbia, California, Idaho, Nevada,
Oregon and Washington Points

FROM
Stations on the Denver

Sugar-coate-

& Rio

d,

THREE NEW $3,000
BUNGALOWS AT DEM1NG.

ESt3ES3E55?H3fc
EDITORIAL

E. P. & S. W. Ry. train both North and South.
Stage for Van Houten, N. M., meets trains at Preston, N. M.
Daily except Saturday.
jDaily except Sunday.
"Stage leaves Ute Park, X. M., for Elizabethlown,
X. M., at 9:00 a. ni.
daily except Sundays. Fare $2.00 one way, $3.50 round trip; fifty pound baggage carried free.
C. & S. train leaves Des Moines, X. M., for the south at 11:11 p. m., arrives from the south at 4:3S a. m.
L. C. WHITE.
J. VAN HOUTEN,
F. M. WILLIAMS,
(
V. P. G M.,
G. P. Agent.
Superintendent.

All

Doctor Pierce's Pleasant Pellets regulate and invigorate
stomach, liver and bowels.
tiny granules.

IlEssiiEiMcn.

.

tConnects at Colfax with

I

lias.

.".

pm

I

I was a great sufferer from female troubles but after takiiig
one bottle of Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription, which a
friend advised me to take, I found mvself very much imAfter taking three more bottles, ana using two
proved.
l.ves of Dr. Pierce's Lotion Tabiets, I found myself on tlio
read to recovery. I was in poor health for five years but
now I am cured.
"I hone all women suffering from female weakness will
give Dr." Pierce's Favorite Prescription a fair trial.

i

f'unntnghum
....Clifton House N.M

Ar
.Lv

r

or.";

Meloclli!

3i

Mr.s. Lizzie M. IlESsnErMKi?. of Lincoln, Neb., 530 "C " St.,
says: "I smd a testimonial with much pleasure so that soma
sulTerin? woman may know the true worth of your remedies.

3
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RATON NEW MEXICO

Miles

19

A man cannot understand the torture and suffering many women endure
uncomplainingly. I! the majority of men suffered as much pain and endured with
patience the weakening sicknesses that most women do, they would ask for
immediate sympathy and look for a quick cure.
Many women have been saved from a life of misery and suffering by turning
to the right remedy Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription a remedy which is safe
to take because containing no narcotics, alcohol or injurious ingredients. It is an
alterative extract of roots, made with pure glycerin, and first given to the public
by that famous specialist in the diseases of women Dr. R. V. Pierce, of the
Invalids' Hotel and Surgical Institute of Buffalo, N. Y.

Comoaiw,

Railway

(Rnacl Down)

WOMEN TAKE NOTICE!

k

oil Louis Rocky Mt.

Grande

ON SALE DAILY

March 1st to April 15th
LIBERAL
STOPOVERS.
For information as to rates, reservations, etc., call on
or write your local ticket agent or W. D. Shea, T., F- & P.
A., Santa Fe, New Mexico.

Road From Windmill City to Came,
Luna County, Has Been Surveyed and Is Being Built.
Deming, X. M., March 22 H. S. Gilbert, contractor of Silver City, is here
to begin work on two $3,000.00 bungalows for Miss Bessie Harper of Silver City. These bungalows will be
located opposite the Wamel residence
on Pine street. They will be California style with pebble dash finish.
Co. will
The
superintend the construction of these
buildings for Miss Harper.
Co.,

s

began

this morning the erection of a $3,000
bungalow in the Orchard Addition.
Fred Browning, who recently returned from California, reports that
he will open the Browning Pharmacy
on Silver Avenue within fifteen days.
The stock and fixtures for the pharmacy have been shipped and will
reach here in a few days.
The old awnings of the Deckert
block on the w est side of Gold Avenue
covering the building to be occupied
by Lester & Deckert, the Elite Barber Shop, the Brewery Saloon and
the Deming Mercantile Co., are being
torn down and new awnings erected.
Edw. M. Carter, county surveyor,
has just finished surveying the new
road from Deming to Carne. He found
the Bowler and the Hoffman pumping
plants in the middle of the road, due
to previous erroneous surveys.
A
large force of men are now at work
building this road.
Miss Katherine T.aughren, aged 13,
won the second prize on the subject,
"What I Learned From the Santa Fe
Demonstration Train," in competition
with school children all over the

state.

Ralph C. Ely was appointed by Governor McDonald as representative to
the Good Roads convention to meet
at Santa Fe very soon.
R. H. Case, secretary of the Deming Automobile Club, went to El Paso
this afternoon to attend the Good
Roads Convention at El Paso tonight,
representing Deming and Silver Citv.
The Sloss-CasLand Co. sold Paul
Rose ten acres in the Orchard AddiNEW
MEXICO.
ROSWELL,
tion to Deming today, consideration
The West Point of th Southwest"
$'00 per acre; and sold Dr. J. M. WilRanked by United States War Def
liams 40 acres, two and
miles
southwest of Deming, consideration
partment as "Distinguished Institution." Army officers detailed by Wai
$43 per acre.
Department.
Chas. A. Richardson, recently from
Through Academic course, preparTiockford, 111., bought twenty acres of
ing young men for college or business
the MoTeer home place this afternoon,
life. Great amount of open air work.
consideration $4,000.00.
Healthiest location of any Military
J. C. Kemmouth, of Los Angeles,
School in the Union. Located In the
Calif., is here prospecting.
beautiful Pecos Valley, the garden spot
A. M. Lewis, representative of the
of the West at an elevation of 3i'ull
McEvoy Wireless Strainer Co., of
feet above sea level, sunshine every
Houston, Texas, was in Deming today
'JM
tiay, but little rain or snow during tns
on business.
season.
Lucious Fuller, circulation manager
Fourteen Officers and Instructors,
of the El Paso Times, was in Deming
all graduates from standard eastern
yesterday on business.
Ten buildings,
colleges.
W. H. Klock, of the circulation dethroughly
furnished, heated, lighted and modern
of the Journal, Albuquerpartment
Id all respects.
que, was in Deming today on business.
REGENTS E. A. CAHOON, Pres.
C. W. Abernathy of Logan, N. M.,
W. G. HAMILTON, Vice Pres.
is here visiting his ild friend, L. O.
1 w " MT
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
Tucker, and investigating the possiW .M. ATKINSON, Secretary,
bilities of pumping water for irrigaand W. A. FINLEY.
tion.
For particulars and illustrated caD. B. McGill of Cananea, Mexico, is
talogues address :
here visiting his cousins J. A. and W.
COL. JAS. W. WTLLSON,
F. Kealy.
E. A. Crowe, of the Wells Fargo Co.,
Superintendent
has been transferred from Deming to
the company's office at Globe, Ariz.
1). B. Stephens has returned from
Socorro, where he has been attending
Remov- co.irt.
His
If. A. Waite, Altoona, Pa.; William
New Mexico.
I am
Santa Fe; and E. A. Mash-bauGregg,
to
arranging
change my business location from Cedat
of
Los Angeles, Calif., are here
El
to
Haso, Tex., or some desirable point near by: I am
Kapids, la.,
prospecting.
30 Imported Stallions and Mammoth Jacks
on
flipping
January IS' Jas. Shepard, an old Deming boy
1912, being my first consignment.
I would like to
with who has been employed for several
all stockmen who are in need of Stallions. Jacks correspond
or Full Blood years by the Arizona
I
Copper Co., has
Wares.
can aiso furnish Registered Shorthorn and Hereford Bulls
accepted a position with the Deming
and Registered Shropshrire Bucks at very reasonable
prices. Please Ice & Electric Co. as electrician.
write me. If not in
-

New Mexico Military

Institute

e

FLUSHES

The Emancipated Woman and
Divorce.
"It is useless not to face the reproach that the emancipated woman
is mainly responsible for the increase
in divorce. Grim statistics prove indisputably that almost .xactly
of the divorces granted are
on the petition of wives of injured
wives some more, some less injured,
a few not t all seeking the avenue
of escape which the laws provide fro-the immorality,
stinginess,
cruelty,
and sloth of man. Clergymen are too
apt to discredit this or to gloss it over
because it seems to suggest that they
are losing their hold on our sex. So
are we ourselves because in theory
vomau is the protecting angel of the
home. But the modern woman
cling to the husband who is
to her, be'its her,
her, scrimps her, forsakes her, or who
is a slave to liquor."
"And as a consequence," I remarked parenthetically, "in 19uC, at which
exact tabulation ceases for the moment, over 72,000 rvorces weie grilled in the United States. According tc
the census of 1900, our country had
the honor of standing second or:y to
JXapan, 55,000 against 99,000, as com
pared with France and Germany, with
less than 9,000 apiece. The growth
in the rate during the last decide
shows an enormous increase over its
predecessor, and it shot Id be adder;
thaf this tendency is nolicealjle over
the civilized world."
"Scandalous," murmured Josephine,
But she immediately added, "I would
never have put up with being beaten,
Fred; and a persistently intoxicated
husband must be unendurable."
"You forget," resumed Lavinia in
her clear, calm voice, " that divorce
is a remedy like a surgical operation.
Every household shrinks from it, but
it. sometimes
become necessary, like
the removal of the appendix. As
these figures demonstrate, there is
no question that the spiritual and economic independence
of woman in- three-quarter- s

(Je-t- o

sta-,ve- s

FRIDAY,

elines her to escape from a repugnant
marriage by dissolving the marriage
tie. But does this indicate she is deteriorating? I claim not. Divorce with
the right of remarriage is the relief
which democracy
has wrung from
clerical and aristocratic privilege."
From "The Conviction of a Grand father," by Robert Grant, in the April
Scribner.
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The general bodily weakness, a tired,

purifying tonic is needed to build up the deranged
J: blood
h hetbloodThe use of S. S. S. at this time may save
l0ng
sickness. and it will certainly prepare you for the
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(From the New Mexican of Tuesday Evening, March 22, 1SS7.)
The press of New Mexico demands a city before the impending boom
that Governor Ross offer a reward for comes.
the capture of the Lackey ranch murEditorial.
derers.
The Denver Republican commenting
White Oaks has become the most on the
point made by the New Mexipermanent gold producing camp in the can a few days ago to the effect that
Southwest.
it may become necessary for the SanThe Ias Vegas Optic says: "Porfirio ta Fe road to extend its main line
and through this city in order to remove
Trujillo, a worthless vagabond,
Ricardo Valdez, who has been driving any question as to whether it has
Mike O'Keefe's coal wagon, were ar--; earned its Kansas land grant, says:
rested by Sheriff Frank Chavez of "It is doubtful if a branch line could
Santa Fe, ostensibly on the charge of be considered as a compliance with
stealing horses, but, in reality for the this condition; and in these days, when
murder of Messrs. Lackey and Tessire Congress is scrutinizing railway land
at Antelope Springs, some days ago.''
grants so closely, it may be best for
T. J. McCord, of San Diego, former- - this company to make things sure by
of the Surveyor General's office, is building its main
line to Santa Fe.
Whether or not this is the correct way
visiting in Santa Fe.
Albuquerque is to have a spur of! of looking at the matter there is no
the railroad from Espanola to White doubt that it would be a good thing
Oaks.
for Santa Fe if it were placed on the
Another
railroad main line. By running via Gallinas
Albuquerque
scheme, that of a railroad from Albu- - canon across the mountains to Santa
Fe and thence down Santa Fe creen.
querque to Durango, has gone
It is a visionary and unfeas-- , to the Rio Grande, there would be
ible project used as a decoy to compel a considerable saving in the distance
the D. & R. G. to build into Durango. between Las Vegas and the point
H. Z. McLaine, professor of Greek where the road strikes the
Rio
in Wabash college, Indiana, a class- this road would lift Santa Fe into a
mate of Dr. Thomas, has been visit- position of great prominence."
ing Santa Fe with an older brother.
Today is Emperor William's birth NO CANDIDACY
day. Paul Wunschmann.
ON JOHNSON'S PART.
The chilly weather today is a wel(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican!
come visitor as it keeps back the fruit
Sacramento, Calif., March 21. "X
buds which have been swelling to the have never
spoken or communicated
bursting point. The businessmen or- with Colonel Roosevelt orany of the
ganized last evening to drill an arte leaders of the
progressive movement
sian well near Bonanza, twelve miles
said
concerning the
out of Santa Fe and decided to incorp- Governor
Hiram Johnston today.
orate so as to build storage reservoirs
"There is no candidacy on my part
for the water flow to be tapped and for
the office. Statements in referto sell it to farms and orchards for ence to
activity, candidacy or thought
irrigation. A townsite will be laid out on my
respecting the matter are
The directors elected without part
immediately.
foundation."
are J. H. Sloan, Sol. Spiegelberg, F.
Murder in the Second Degree.
H. Brigham, F. Donoghue, S. W. Bear.
The capital stock is $10,000. Stock
Domingo Madrid, charged before the
holders were limited to the purchase Sixth Judicial Court at Silver City,
of one share of stock.
The contract with the murder of Macedonio Torres,
was let to sink the well a thousand Jr., in the Mangas valley last winter,
feet
was found guilty of murder in the secganta Fe should be incorporated as ond degree by the jury.
1

j
i

Littleton, Estancia.

Alfred Herrera, Denver.
J. W. Prout, Denver.
FUNERAL OF MRS. ISABEL
PIERSOLL AT RODEY, N. M.
Hatch, N. M., March li. The funeral services of Mrs. Isabel Piersollwas
held at the Catholic Church of Rode',
Dona Ana county. The death of Mrs.
Piers.oll occurred at The Ladies' Hospital of Deming. Her many friends
were much grieved to learn she had
succumbed after undergoing a necesMrs. Piersoll was
sary operation.
born and raised in Santa Fe, where
still lives her brother, Pedro Roybal
and a sister. She was married to J.
M. Piersoll, July 11, 1902. Being survived by him and four children.

j
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until the system
using
depleted it could not successfully throw off (toease
the negIect with a sVn oi fever. malaria or soma
nPald
other
S. S. S. is Nature's ideal tonic.
is a
composition of the extracts and juices of roots, herbs and barks Itwhich
have
are best fitted
nic to the human
pr?ven
system. It
of any
for persons of any age
thi
S. S. S.
stomach
tonesp
the system of that tired, worn-ofeeling, and imparts vigor and strength
the secreting and excreting members to better action,
quiets the
nerves, and makes one feel better in every way
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO.. ATLANTA. GA.

one-hal-

Cw,lvV'

dlsturbe-

.aPPtita. Poor digestion, a half sick feeling and a
lmg' condition
of the system, show that the blood is weak or

,rM
,Hi1.I

Montezuma.
Harvey Oatman, City.
Joe Wertheini, St. Louis.
M. Cellers, Las Vegas.
J. Floersheim, Roy.
C. A. Rex, Denver.
D. A. Simmons, Denver.
J. A. Miller, Albuquerque.
Henry Westerfeldt, Albuquerque.
Ralph Easley, City.
George Subt, New York City.
F. B. Weepton, Denver.
J. H. McKnight, San Diego.
C. N. Stewart, Altoona, Pa.
M. P. Manzanares, Ft. Sumner.
A. C.
St. Louis.
Emil James, Socorro.
Scott Hartley, Mogollon.
W. R. Fraser. Albuquerque.
Palace.
Numa Reymond, Las Cruces.
W. W. Michaels, City.
W. S. Heatke, New York City.
S. H. Merriweather, Denver.
S. T. W. Ballard, Denver.
John King, Folsom.
J. L. Smith, Kalamazoo.
J. A. Montoya, and son, Springer.
Elmer E. Studley, Raton.
James S. Black, Albuquerque.
H. O. Snyder, Pueblo.
Coronado.
Manuel Ortiz. Nainbe.
J. B. Ward, Estancia.
Joe Yarger, Del Norte.
Sfanuel A. Chacon, Taos.
O. G. Martinez, Taos.
M. L. Robertson, Stanley.
Juan A. Ortega, Antonito.
J. M. Lucas, Golden.
Albert J. Hynes, St. Joseph.
Frank Wheelon, St. Joseph.

More Moisture That is the grateful
prediction of the Weather Bureau.
Yesterday, teh highest shade tempera- ture was 46 degrees, the maximum
sun temperature 71 degrees, and the
minimum temperature 27 degrees. The
relative humidity was down to 39 per
cent last evening.

is Stiitshiit e in

a
lien
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W. L. DeCLOW,
America's Largest Horse and Jack Importer,
Business to
ing

need yourself, please tell your neighbors.
VV. DeCLOW.

Cedar Rapids Jack and Stallion Importing Farm, Cedar
Rapids, la
have
secured a
I

recently
special rate by express by which I can ship
acks at lower rates than ever before. I can
ohip jacks from Cedar Rap.
ids, la, to Albuquerque, N. M, for $55 each, to Phoenix,
Ariz., for $104
each, and can reach other points at
corresponding rates.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Lend Office at Santa Fe

Colonist
j
j

Rates
TO

2

CALIFORNIA
FROM

$25.09

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
ON SALE DAILY,
March 1st to April 15th, 1912,
Low Rates
SEE ANY

to the Northwest.

SANTAcFKrAOEST

H. S. LUTZ,

Aft.,

N. M.

March 5, 1912.
Notice is hereby given that Encar- nasion uonzah s of Santa Fe, New
Mexico, who on October 12, 1906
made Homestead
Entry, No. 10107
tOTSTO), for S
NW
S
XE
Section 3, Township IS N., Range
10 E., N. M., P. M. Meridian, has filed
notice of intention to make Final
Five Year Proof, to establish claim
to the land above described,
before
The Register and Receiver, V. S.
Land Office, at Santa Fe, New Mexico, on the .i th day of April, 1912.
Claimant names as witnesses: Rafa.
el Montoye, Anadeto Contreros, Anas-taciPacheco and Macario Jimenes,
all of Santa fe. New Mexico.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
o

POK

SANTA FE, N. M.

Register.

LARGE WORLD SHIPMENTS
LOWER WHEAT PRICES.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
(.mcago, March 22. Forecasts of
larger world's shipments this week
ol her than from America
today sent
wheat prices to a lower level. Cash
demand here was slow and the
export
trade at the sea board did not seem
to promise a continnance.
The close was firm with May
net higher at 12; 102
Jiie opening was
to
to
May started at 101
i"er.
103
dropped to 101
and reacted
to 101
A few good sized orders to
purchase
served to lift oats. May started unoff 5
changed to
off at 52
to 52
and rose to 52(5 52
Stock yards concerns sold provisions
freely and stopped an advance which
looked probable because the hog market climbed up $1 inside of a week.
Initial transactions ranged from 5c
lower to 5c higher, with July delivery 16.70 to 16.75 for pork, 9.75 for
lard and 9.35 to 9.37
for ribs.
The close was steady et 71
for May,
higher than last
night.
c

l--

8
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Plenty of sun and air have cured more invalids than
have the doctors. Cottolene is a
product,
it comes from the cotton fields of the Sunny South,
sun-kisse- d

where the choicest seed is selected, the
oil extracted and refined,
making a
.

wholesome, healthful, vegetable product
that makes "sunshine food."
Lard, on the other hand, never has, never
can be anything but hog fat.

1912.

majority of persons need a tonic in the
or early
BJf, vel7grea
The system undergoes a change at this season Spring
and the entire

Hotel Arrivals

S.

22,

NATURE'S
TONIC

1C

Jack

MARCH

You take chances when you use it.
It may not injure you; but it may cause
indigestion and other troubles.
Cottolene makes food that any stomach
can digest, contains no hog fat, and is
the most healthful and economical cook-

ing fat on the market

Made only by THE N. K. FAIRBAMC COMPANY

More Economical than Butter or Lard

Use ft Less

8

Ok. 1A

I

FRIDAY,

MARCH

22,

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N.

1912.

and augmented orchestra. Seats are
phicfd on sale at Fischer's drug store.

OON'TjpiO

IBERS OP IHE FIRST

Nearly Any One May Secure a Splendid Growth of Hair.
We have a remedy that has aided to
grow 'hair and prevented baldness in
93 out of 100 cases where used according to directions for a reasonable
length of time. That may seem like a
strong statement it is, and we mean
it to be, and no ope should doubt it
l
they have put our claims to an actual test.
We are so certain Rexall "93" Hair
Tonic will cure dandruff, prevent baldness, stimulate the scalp and hair
rcots, stop falling hair and grow new
hair, that we personally give our positive guarantee to refund every penny
paid us for it in every instance where
it does not give entire satisfaction to
the user.
Rexall "9.1" Hair Tonic is as pleasant to use as clear spring water. It
is delightfully perfumed, and does not
grease or gum the hair. Two sizes,
50c and $1.00.
With our guarantee
back of it, you certainly take no risk.
Sold only at cur store The Rexall
Store. The Fischer Drug Co., 232 San
Francisco St.

STATE LEGISLATURE

tin-ti-

--

M

I1

1

PLAYS

'

'.!.
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MyiflERS.

"Madame Sherry" the musical comedy rage of New York which, after
six months of unprecedented success
in Chicago, attracted the same sensational attendance at the New Amsterdam theater, will come here next
Thursday at the Elks' theater for an
engagement of one night only.
The announcement that a success of
the magnitude of "Madame Sherry" is
to be offered in this city at the prices
asked has naturally stirred up local
interest to an unusual degree, and
every indication is for a phenomenally
successful
engagement.
Managers
Woods, Frazee and Lederer have maintained a twin organization of ".Madame
Sherry" including such musical comi
edy favorites as Oscar Figman, Marie
Flo Irwin,
in Wm. Cameron,
Franklin Farnum, Lillian Tucker, Virginia Foltz and others, who will be
seen here in the popular French vaudeville. In every detail the performance is a duplicate of the big New
York Amsterdam theater production,
and it is coming here with all the
splendor of cat, chorus, stage setting

t

rrs.--

PATRICIO SANCHEZ, SHERIFF OF MORA COUNTY.
week before last was Patricio San
JS chez sheriff of tnra
r.nintv
whose
Age, 44 years.
Born at Rociada.
friends in his home county and adEducated in public schools
joining counties number a legion. He
was born February 10, 18C7, at Ro
and Christian Brothers College.
Farmer and ranchman.
ciada, San Miguel county, the son of
Deputy county treasurer.
Felipe and Bonifacia
(Lujan) San
X
chez. He was educated in the public
County
superintendent of
schools.
schools and at the Christian Brothers
X
Deputy assessor.
College at M.ora. He was a farmer
and ranchman until 1S95 when he beDeputy sheriff.
X
came deputy county treasurer serving
Secretary Republican County
Central Committee.
io 1897 and again from 1S99 to 1901.
School director.
He was county school superintendent
from 1897 to 1899; deputy assessor
Delegate to National Irriga- tion Congress.
X 1901 to 1905; and 1907 to 1911; depuSheriff.
ty sheriff 1905 to 1907; secretary of
the Republican County Central ComDelegate to State Republi- can-- Convention.
mittee 1904 to 1905; school director
1909 to 1911; a delegate to the National Irrigation Congress
at Spokane
One of the prominent delegates to and at Pueblo. Elected first sheriff
the Republican
State Convention under the state government.
j

j

j

WHEN

Who

Institution.
(By Special Leased Wire to

x

w Mexican)

22. Robert
March
Leavenworth,
liaughman, Alias William Smith and
William Brown, a former Federal prisoner who admitted that be had placed
dynamite and guns i:i the I'nited
States prison here five months ago,
escaped today from the state penitentiary at Lansing near here, where he
was serving a sentence for burglflry.
The dynamite and guus were intended for use in a mutiny, it is believed.

ELECTION PROCLAMATION.

Ambition

Foster-Milbur-

CHAS. A.

t'

'

(

'frzx,
V

for-the-

e

TJnit-laye- d

and to the presiding officers and mem-- j
bers of the Senate and House of Rep-resentatives, to the governor and pre- If You Take Vinol Now You Will Be siding members of the State of
All Summer.
zona, to the governor and presiding of- "I can get along pretty well in the ficers of the legislature of the State of
spring," said a feeble looking woman Utah, both of which states contain
the other day "but the summer always parts of the Navajo Indian Reserva-pull- s
me down so much."
tion, copies of this Memorial.
The trouble with her was that she
did not know that she ought to pre- - 8,000 STOLEN FROM
pare in spring to stand the summer
BEREA, OHIO BANK.
then she would get along all right
Our delicious cod liver and iron Robbers Were Close to $35,000 When
renKHiy, viuui, 10 iuc
aynuB
yhev Were Friahtened
medicine because it builds you up
Away.
j

,

(

,

j

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Cleveland, Ohio, March 22. Robbers brok into the bank of Berea, a
private institution at Berea, Ohio,
last night and looted 'one hundred
safety
deposit boxes,. obtaining $8,000.
.. r.
I
mi
were
,u
ttuu J"""-frightened away as they left the inner
safe. containing $35,000 in cash, only
partly drilled. Entrance first was
fected into an office wall and the wal
o' the bank directly Into the vault. It
was necessary to penetrate thirty-fiv- e
inches of brick and mortar.

j

--

J-

T- -

Ui.

Chas. R. Easlcy
Chas. F. Easley.
EASLEY & EASLPY.

--

Official

&

JUAN R. ORTIZ,
Judicial District of New Mexico.

Interpreter for the First

Mr. Ortiz, son of Mr. and Mrs. Mateo
Ortiz, was born at Santa Fet New Mexico, on the 27th of March, 1872. His
mother died when he was six years
old, and at that time, with his father,
he moved to Cuba, New Mexico.
His early education was obtained
under the tutorship of Attorney B. M.
Read, maternal brother of Mr. Ortiz.
At the age of fourteen years he struck
out alone and unaided to face the battles of life, without any more fortune
than an honest ambition to conquer
and succeed. His first position paid
him the sum of $5 per month. This
was at Albuquerque. While thus engaged he kept up his studies, always
realizing that constant and honest
study would some day reward him
with success.
e was married in 1892 to Miss Andrea Rivera, at Santa Fe, and out of
this ,union were born to them three
children, all living Ingacita, Aurora
and Alfonzo.
is first public services were rendered in the capacity of teacher, which
position he filled with honor and cred
it to himself at the city of Santa Fe.
e has since been interpreter for the
erritorial and U. S. grand juries, trans- $100 Reward, $100.
The readers of this paper will be
pleased to learn that .there is at least
one dreaded disease that science has
been able to cure in all its stages, and
that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure
Is the only positive cure now known
Catarrh
to the medical fraternity.
being a constitutional disease, requires a constitutional treatment.
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken Internally, acting directly upon the blood and
mucous surfaces of the system, thereby destroying the foundation of the
the patient
disease, and giving
strength by building up the constitution and assisting nature in doing its
work. The proprietors have so much
faitS In its curative powers that they
offer One Hundred Dollars for any
case that it fails to cure. Send for
list of testimonials..
F. J. CHENEY & CO.,
Address:
Toledo, Ohio
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

cia, N. M.

McKEAN

Garcia, of Rowe, New Mexico, who,
on Mnrch 4, 1SI07. made homestead entry No. 107S.- 0:!!I74. for Lots 1. 2,
OT
C
oocc.
DL'
C,nf:n
,
nr.
o
t, uuimii
,
N.
M.
P.
range 13E.,
township
meridian, has filed notice of intention to make final
proof, to
establish claim to the land above described, before the register and receiver, United States land office, at
Santa Fe, New Mexico, on the 20th
da- - of April, 1912.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Cleofes Garcia, Pedro Garcia, Andres Ruiz, Justo Ruiz, all of Rowe,
New Mexico.
MANUEL R. OTERO,

& CHEETHAM,
.

Attorneys-at-Law-

t,
I

Practice in all the Courts and B
tore the Interior Department.
New Mexico.
Taos,
Attorney and counsel!or-at-LaPracticing betore all the courts n
the Territory.
New Mexlcx
Santa Fe
MRS. NORA E. SUMMERS.

Public Stenographer
Santa Fe, N. M.
Rooms 11 and 12 Laughlin Block
Phone Red 162.

Register.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M., Feb. 8,

TISE?
Tell your story to

e"11

2,000,000

Readers for

(013791.)

Notice is hereby given that the following named claimant has filed
of his intention to make final,
proof under the Act of March 3, 189.1.
sees. 10 and 17, (26 Stats., 854), as
amended by the Act of February 21,
1S93, (27 Stats., 470), in support of
his claim
serial 013791, for
1303,
145.57 acres in sections 20, 21 and 23,
of T. 21 N., R. 1 W., N. M. P. M., viz.:
Manuel Aragon y Lucero, of Cuba, N.
no-lic- e

M.

Said proof will be made before Reg-

ister or Receiver at U. S. land office,
Santa Fe, N. M., on April 15, 1912.
Claimant names as witnesses, the

STANDLEY G. SMALL, M. D.
Physician and Surgeon.

J. M. DIAZ,

above-mentione- d

cross-examin- e

Homester.d

No.

OFFICE HOURS.

2879.

Brotherhood
of
American Yeomer
Secon- Meet

and Fourth Thnra
days, Flrenuui'i
Hall. H. Foreiuais,

third Tuesday at Fire
man's Hall. Visiting
neighbors welcome.
NETTIE VICKROY,

Oracle.
MAGGIE L. FRIDAY. Recorder.
FRATERNAL UNION OF AMERICA,
Lodge No. 529. Holds its
OH regular meeting on the first
nftWw Thursday of each month at
Xsfat7 Fireman's hall at 7:30 a.m.
Visiting brothers are invited and wel
come.
J. A. RAEL, F. M.
DAVID GONZALES,
--j- r-

Secretary.
ODD

FELLOWS,

Santa Fe Lodge
No.

2, I.' O. O.

ant:

Phone, 237 Black

F. W. FARMER

Del-gad-

F.

meets regularly
every Thursday evening at 8 o'clock
In Odd Fellows Hall. Visiting broth
ers always welcome.

Attest:

T. P. DELGADO,
City Clerfc.

1912.
12, 1911.

Republication

following, to prove his actual, continuous adverse possession of said tract
Office and Residence Washingtoi for
twenty years, next preceding the
Ave. naxt door to Public Library.
of the township, viz.:
survey
B. P. O. E.
Office Hours 11 a. m. id 12:30 p. a
J. J. Salazar, Felis Montano, both of
Santa Fe Lodg
No Z ti i p. m. Evenicgs.
Cuba, N. M.
460, B. P. O. E. holrti
Phone Black 47.
Any person desiring to protest the
its regular session o
allowance of said proof, or who knows
the second and fourtl
of any substantial reason under the
of e&cfr
Wednesday
laws and regulations of the Interior
month. Visiting broth
why such proof should not
en are inviteu anc RESIDENCE, DON GASPAR Department
be allowed, will be given an opporti.n.
welcome.
AVE
time aJPl
ity at the
CARL A. BISHOP.
to
the
witnesses
place
Red
220
J. D. SENA,
Phone,
Exalted Rulei
of said claimant, and to offer evidence
Secretary.
OFIFCE, WEST SIDE PLAZA in rebuttal of that submitted by claim

Lately Mr. Ortiz was appointed OfA. E. P. Robinson,
ficial Interpreter for the First JudiCor. tec. Fred F.
cial District, consisting of the counAlarid.
ties of Santa Fe, Rio Arriba and San
Juan, by Judge E. C. Abbott. He has
Santa Fe Camp
filled said position with just credit to
13514, M. W. A.
himself and to the general satisfacmeets second Tue
tion of the legal members of the court.
day each month, bo
He is of an amiable disposition, alcial meeting tlJrt
ways ready to help the needy and kind
Tuesday at Fireman's Hall. Visit
tj all he meets.
In politics, Mr. rtiz is a close adher- ing neighbors welcome.
A. G. WHITTIER, Consul.
ent to the principles of Republicanism,
and he is always aMe to speak for CHAS. A. RISING. Clerk.
himself in whatever way he is apSanta Fe Camp No
proached.
6673, R. N. A. meets
His friends wish him untold success
first Tuesday of each
and happiness in all his undertakings.
month; social meeting

Fourth Ward H. McGibbon, Manuel B. Salazar, D. C. Allard.
The judges end clerks of said election are as follows:
First Ward: Judges Seferino Ala-riManuel Baca y Campos, Juan
Clerks: Juan Ortega, Valentin
Rivera.
Second .Ward: Julian Grace, Jose
Dominguez, Manuel Ortiz y Rodriguez. Clerks: Benito Alarid, Felipe
Quintana.
Third Ward: Judges Jose Ma. Garcia, Ambrosio Ortiz, Genovevo Sandoval. Clerks: J. S. Garcia, Ed. Tafoya.
Fourth
Ward : Judges Remigio
Mondragon, Francisco Trujillo, Dr. C.
O. Harrison.
Jose MondraClerks:
gon, Pedro Ortiz.
The returns of said election and the
canvass thereof shall be as provided
by law.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN,
Mayor.

f

i-

:!(;.-.-

five-yea- r

H. L. ORTIZ.

DP.

lator of the erritorial reports, assistant translator for the ouse of Repre
sentatives, chief deputy county assessor for Santa Fe county under both
Republican and Democratic administrations, assistant county superintendent of schools tor Santa Fe county under Facundo Pino
He has resiued at Park View, New
Mexico for the last nine years. At
that place his wife died in 1908, and in
1909 he
taking as his life
mate Miss Teodoita Sandoval. Two
children have been born to them.

,

C. J. N. Pecos Forest 03974.
Attorneys at Law.
Practice in th courts and befon Department of the Interior
Land Department
V. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
Land grants and titles examined.
March 13, 19U.
Santa Fe, N. M., branch Office
tan
Notice is hereby given that Jesus

HAVE YOU ANYTHING TO ADVER-

Secretary.

A'ii1""

Typewriter

TYPEWR! TERS.
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. Neft
platens furnished. Ribbons and suy
plies.
Typewriters sold, exchanged
ari rented. Standard makes handled.
All repair work and typewritei guaranteed. Santa Fe Typewriter ExPhone 23 1.
change.

Sant Fe, N. M.
Formerly Special Agent, G. L. O.
Land Claims and Contests a Special!)

conclave fourth Mon
day in each month at

Visible

hi

Attnpnav-at-La-

i

Oliver

For sale cheap. Perfect condi-- I
tion and does splendid writing.
Could ship on approval and trial.
Write to CHAS. W. RICKART,
Rosedale, Kansas.

HARRY D. MOULTON

HENRT F. STEPHENS, SI

L

j

CHAS. W. G. WARD,
District Attorney for Fourth Judicial
District.
New Mexico
Vbgas,

OilTWRIGHT,
Venerable Matter

e

Capital Pharmacy.

d

Twelve Dollars.
We will place your
advertiseSunment in 25 leading newspapers'
W. H. KENNEDY, E. C.
day issue, for $12 per insertion. DeW. E. GRIFFIN", necorder.
scriptive circular FREE.
THE PROBERT ADVERTISING
Santa Fe radge e!
AGENCY,
Perfection No. 1, 14tt
Taos, New Mexico.
Ccgree. Ancient and Ac
cepted Scottish Rite 01
DR. W. HUME BROWN,
Free Masonry meet
i
Dentist
the third Monday of each montl
Over Spitz's Jewelry Store.
at 7:30 o'clock In the evening ii
Rooms 1, 2 and 3.
Masonic Hall, south
side of Plas.
Phone Red 6.
Rite
Masons
are
otish
car
Visiting f
Office Hours 8a. m. to 5 p. m
dially Invited to attend.
And by Appointment
S. G.
32.

agri-India- n

-

d

Santa Fe Commanderj

fe5jj3Jh

j

1

pr

WHEEL-ON-

No-

S.

D.

Capital City Hank Building,
Kama Fe, Now Mexico
FOR RKN'I Nicely furnished room,
Assistant District Attorney, First
conveniences,
private home; modi-rJudicial District.
110 Uril'i'in Street.
HOLT & SUTHERLAND
WANTED A first class lady cook
Attorney
month. In re- Practice in rje Dist-- i t Court iu wages $:iri to
r
"ence anu
.....
...
bPforn th
fVmrt
;..rn.
wags received. AiUltvss V. New Mex
the ternto. jr.
ican.
New Meacu
una Unices,
Elegantly Furnished Rooms for Rent
G. W. PRICHARD
and hav-;iu-g
Rooms elegantly furni.-heall modern conveniences, including
Attorney and Counsellor a. Law
Practice in all the Dinriet Court-m- electric light, steam heat and baths,
give? special attention to cauei 'in the First National Lank building.
before the Territorial Supreme Court Apply to F. M. Jones.
'Office: Laughlin Elk, Santa K N. M

H. P

pipfFU'tft

FOR RENT Throe or
house, with furniture or not.
Lowitzki.

i

1

j

ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.

ed the development of New Mexico by
preventing the residents and people of
Memorializing the Senate and House said state from securing the wool and
of Representatives of the United pasturage which they have enjoyed for
States of America to Allot and ODen generations, preventing the settle- the Navajo Indian and Other Reserv-- ; mnt of the state and the building of
homes to a large extent restrained the
ations to Settlers.
Whereas, that portion of the Navajo development of the state in its
horticultural and other
Reservation, located in New cu,tura and
contains over 2,300,000 acres dustris,
of land, which is an acreage of about j Whereas, large areas of land are
twelve hundred acres for every Indian withdrawn as part of reclamation
on such reservation, which is far in projects which are not necessary to,
excess of the needs and requirements t"t which it has been determined will
of such Indians, and far in excess of sot become a part of such projects,
what is permitted any white settler to and the settlement and reclamation of
such portions of such withdrawals
secure or occupy, and
Whereas, large additions have re- - thereby prevented,
cently been made to the Jicarilla Apa- - Now, therefore, your memorialists
che Indian Reservation, also in north- - respectfully request the passage of the
western New Mexico, which, additions act now pending in Congress prohibit-arnot actually used by the said In- - ing the further withdrawal of the lands
dians except for the purpose of leas- - of New Mexico for any purpose what- ing to white settlers and residents in ever, and
the immediate vicinity as pasture
Be it further resolved, That we
and
quest the passage of an Act providing
Whereas, large forest reserves have for the allotment of one hundred and
been created within New Mexico over sixty acres to each Indian on the
seventy per cent of which contain no Navajo and Jicarilla Apache Reserva- forests or merchantable timber what- - tions, and the opening of the remain-ever- ,
but for the use and pasturage up- - jer 0f said lands to settlement, and
on which the owners of sheep and cat- Be it further resolved, That we re- tle in the immediate vicinity are quest the immediate restoration of all
charged heavy rentals, which places lands embraced within the several
at a great disadvantage in com- - est reservations of New Mexico which
petition with other stock raisers who do not contain merchantable timber or
enjoy the privilege of free range, and are necessary to the administration
Whereas, tracts of land have been 0f such reservations, and
withdrawn from entry for the purpose
Be n urther resolVd Tnat we re.
of power sites far in excess of the
the immediate classification of
quest
amount needed for such purpose, and lanJs not withQrawn for coai, 0il or
Whereas, other large areas have other minerals pending classifications,
been withdrawn from settlement for and the opening to entry ot such por-thas to tions ag are not found to contain coal,
purpose of classification
whether or not It is coal, oil or min- - cil or mmeral and
eral land, and such classification de-- Be it further resolved, That the
from time to time by the De- - ed states Senators and members
of
partment thus preventing the occupa- - the House of Representatives from
tion and settlement of the land under Kew Mexico are hereoy requested to
the Homestead and Desert Land Laws, use their influence to remove the said
except in a restricted and unsatisfac- - restrictions.
tory manner, thus. preventing the set- - Xow be jj furtner resolved. That the
tlement of large areas of land, and
presiding officers of each House of
Whereas, all of these reservations the Legisiature of the State of New
retardwithdrawals
have greatly
and
MeXico are hereby directed to forward

1

Kuom.s

Ta-pi-

j

mattes you ,eai mure uuu ujsvbi. muter makes your blood rich and pure
puts healthy color in your cheeks.
Mr. P. O. Barker, of Bowen's Mill,
Ga., writes "When I was badly jrun
down last spring, I took Vinol in an
to regain my health and
effort
strength, and it did not disappoint
me. It made me feel as well as ever."
So, to all weak, pale, bloodless, run- down people we say "Take Vinol this
and be strong all summer.'' We
guarantee Vinol to satisfy you and re- fund your money If it does not. The

EDWARD P. DAV1ES.
Attorney and Counselor at Law.

n

Fraternal Societies

1.

THIS SPRING

ATTORNEYS AT LAW.

Slipping Away.

N. M., March S, 1912.
Notice is hereby given that an election will be held in the City of Santa
Fe, New Mexico, on Tuesday, April 2,
1912, between the hours of 9 o'clock
A. M., and 6 o'clock P. M., of said day,
at the following voting places:
First Ward At the house of Victor
Go rcia.
Second Ward At the office of ..je
Justice of the Peace.
Third Ward At the Hall of Fred
Lopez.
Fourth Ward At the house' of
Chaves.
At which election the following ofOne
ficials are to be elected,
Mayor, for a term of two years; one
City clerk, for the term of two
years; one t"ty Treasurer, for a term
o' two years; one Councilman from
each ward, for the term of four years;
one Councilman from the Third Ward
MASONIC.
for the term of two years; and one
Montezuma
Lodgr
member of the Board of Education
No. 1, A. F. & A. M
of
term
four
ward
for
a
from each
Regular commun.
years.
cation first Monda
The judges of registration for the
of each month at
a.
Hall
Masonic
registration of voters for said election
are as follows:
7.30.
ALAN R. McCORD, W. M.
First Ward Luis M. Moya, Jose.
CHAS. E. UNNE-v- .
Samoza, Luis Lujan.
Secretary.
Second Ward Luis Alnrid, Jose
Sama Fe Chapter Ne
Lorenzo Gutierrez.
1. R. A. M.
Third Ward Alberto Garcia, J. S.
Regulai
convocation second
Garcia, Alfredo Dclgado.
Monday of each montt
at Masonic Hall a
7:30 p. ro.

Santa Fe,

CARDS.

FRBFESSlQNflL
and!

Santa Fe women know How the
aches and pains that come when the
kidneys fail make life a burden. Backache, hip pains,
headaches, dizzy
spells, distressing urinary troubles, all
tell of sick kidneys and warn you of
the stealthy approach of dropsy or
Brigth's disease. Doan's Kidney Pills
are for the kidneys only. They attack kidney diseases by striking at
Here's proof of it in a
the cause.
Santa Fe woman's words:
Mrs. Desederia J. Ue Quintana. College St., Santa Fe, X. Mex., says:
"Several years ago I used Doan's Kidney Pills and I was cured of a bad
At that
attack of kidney complaint.
time a statement appeared in the local papers, telling of my experience
and I now take pleasure in confirming all that was then said in their
I had pains in my back that
praise.
made it difficult for me to stoop and
there were other troubles which plainly showed that my kidneys were at
fault.
Soon after I began
taking
Doan's Kidney Pills,
improvement
was noticeable and the contents of
two boxes, not only restored my kidneys to their normal condition but
also removed the pain from my back.
I am glad to say that during the time
that has since passed, my cure has
been permanent."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
Co., Buffalo,
cents.
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other.

j
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ACHES.

HER BACK

A Woman Finds All Her Energy

SMOOTH CRIMINAL
ESCAPES FROM KANSAS PEN.
Was Former Federal Prisoner
Brought Guns Into That

PAGE SEVSN

M.
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to 3 P.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior
United Stater Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M., March 4, 1912
Notice is hereby given that the foe
lowing-nameclaimant has filed no
tice of his intention to make fiual
proof in support of his claim under
sections 16 and 17 of the act of
March 3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as
amended by the act of February 21,
1S93 ( 27 Stats., 470), and that said
proof will be n ade bfore The Register and Receiver at Santa Fe, New
Mexico, on April 16, 1912, viz: Damian
Montoya, for the tract lying in section
3, T. 17 N., R. 10 E., N. M. P. M.
He names the following witnesses
adto prove his actual continuous
verse possession of said tract for
twenty years next preceding the survey, of the township, viz: Rafael Mon.
Francisco
toya, Bernardo Romer",
Montoya, Luis Ramirez, all of Santa
Fe, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof,
or who knows of ai.y substantial reason under the laws and regulations of
the Interior Department why such
proof should not he allowed will be
given an opportunity at the
time and place to cross-eamine the witnesses of said claimant,
and to offer evidence in rebuttal Jf
that submitted by claimant.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
d

above-mentione- d
l'

Register.

And especial notice is hereby given
to Donaciano Lucero, whose small
holding claim conflicts with the land
herein described as to lot 2 of his
.47
claim 3253, 013791, containing
acres, that he will be given an oppor-unit- y

at the

FOR SALE A lot of second hand
belting, hangers, pulleys, and shafting; one 12 horso power and one 22
horse power Leffel Engine, 3rst clas
condition; one 40 horse power locomotive type boiler capable of carrying
75 pounds of steam, pasv-upon bv
Boiler Inspector; radiators, steam
piping and valves; a SO gallon goso-lintank, with other sundry items.
Any of these items will be sold cheap
if taken at once. If
the New Mexlcvi Printing Company, Santa Fe. New Mexico.
u

e

time

above-mentione- d

and place to protest or offer evidence
in rebuttal of that submitted
by
claimant in final proof.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
It will not pay you to waste your
tiem writing out your legal form
when you can get them already printed at the New Mexican Printing
Company.

WebsterS
mil
II

New

International
Dictionary

1

THE MERRIAM WEBSTER?

Be cause it is a NEW CREATION, covering every
field of the world's thought,
action and culture. The only
new unabridged dictionary in
many years.
defines over 400,000
Became
Words; more than ever
before appeared between two
covers. 2700 Pages, 6000 Il-

"

lustrations,

" "3e on' dictionary
the new divided
page. A "Stroke ot Genius."
Because it is an encyclopedia in
. a single volume.
is accepted by the
Blecanse
Press as the one supreme aa

Because

Intei-este- .l

Try a New Mexican want ad. It
brings resulti.

M- -

"''

with

"

laoruy

Because ne WQO knows wioa
Success. Let ua toll
you about this new work.
WHIM far ipaetan of ntw

CtC. MERRIAM
Mnttoa tMiptptr,

CO.,

MM

p.

PiUblm.SmfWU, I
Mt of pedut mpa.

nnln Txa

J

f AGE

EIGHT

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN', SANTA FE, N.

11.

First National Bank
Apply to F. M. Jones.
building.
will convince
One purchase
you
that Zook's is the best place to buy
medicines and
drugs.
You will not find anywhere in the
city such a fine line of ladies spring
and summer suits and coats, skirts
that are right up to the minute from
the large fashion centers. See advertisement on page five.
Ride in E. M. F. car uud be sure to
get back.
A very interesting change in 'he advertisement of Mrs. Liudhardt will be
found on the personal page.
Now the Wedding Bells Can Ring.
Judge J. T. McClure at Roswell eave
a decree of divorce in the case of Fan
nie Powell against her husband, Samuel Powell. Mrs. Powell had set Satthe date for her
urday, March 9,
wedding to another, but the nuptial
event had to be postponed owing to
the failure of the divorce papers to
baths, in the

We have just unloaded another car,

and for

h

A LIMITED TIME,

SEE! This fine Dinner
Set for 5 Coupons from
EMPRESS Flour

to introduce this High Grade Patent and BEST OF ALL
FLOURS, we are going to make a special price of

high-qualit- y

wlth the Senate and House committees on education, when all proposed
legislation was considered and disthe
cussed; principally
"County Unit Bill" icoking to the consolidation of school districts and the
abolishing of the present Independent
districts and making the county the
unit and placing the affairs of the
county under a board of four members to be elected in each county; also free text book bill, and traveling
library bill and other proposed legislation.

Doing Good Work.

That the Stale Corporation

Com-

22,

1912.

GEORGIA DELEGATES ARE
INSTRUCTED FOR TAFT.
Misuse of Patronage Alleged by Both
President's and Roosevelt's
Followers.

i

tBy Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
22. Counter
March
Washington,
charges that efforts had been made to
coerce the federal office holder ot
Texas are made by the Taft and Roosevelt national headquarters in Washington in statements given out here.
The Roosevelt managers assert that
uie Taft managers were making an
"open and unblushing attempt to coerce the Republicans of Texas into
selecting. Taft delegates to the Chicago convention by means of the patIn a counter stateronage clubs."
ment of the Taft bureau declares that
Cecil Lyon, Republican national committeeman for Texas has been making
efforts to force federal office holders
into line for the Roosevelt candidacy,
and that attempts have been made to
collect funds from office holders for
Iioosevelt campaign purposes.
Georgia Delegates for Taft.
Washington, March 22. According
ti a telegram received at the White
House today the contest in the first
Georgia Congressional District
has
been settled and it is learned that
only two delegates from the district,
both instructed for President. Taft, will
go to the Chicago convention.
Wilson Takes a Rest.
Trenton, N. J., March 22. Governor
Woodrow Wilson left Trenton today
for Wisconsin. He expects to be back
next Monday. He said he was going
away primarily for a rest but will vig-i- t
Milwaukee and .probably will make
a speech there.

mission is doing good work without
awaiting complaints was manifest by
a courteous letter from the Santa Fe
system, to Chairman Hugh H. Williams
in which the company agrees to certain improvements and betterments in
REGULAR RETAIL VALUB, S1S.OO
New Mexico, including depot shelter
We purchased sevor.il earlols of this beautifnl Jlnner-wurnrt nnr
SAVE THE COUPONS AND gCt a
Dinner
of Fine China
to
us an
large
purchase eDniiicil no
denial
lor passengers at Faywood, the keepand a wry low price. Wa rc chargint- - part of the costexcosve
to
like the one in our show window, or some of the
ana
ask you to p:i . a rc.ntair ot the actual cost of the
ing and posting of accurate train bulset It Is of aonly
he.iimiul
ilosiiro and cannot be duplicated In
ji'.ality for less thin til in any retail ebin.-- more, u is guarantied by both
letins at all stations, and to avoid depremiums in Rogers & Sons' Silverware. We will refund your moneyt'
:ue niannlacturer o:.d ourKfivca.
Tlierc Is a c.ra; o:i in every sack of LARABEE'S riour. Send as five
lay to passengers by the switching of
not entirely satisfactory.
jooimns ar.d fcl.K) in cash, tl rait, postal nr espresis money order, and we will
lend yon one of theoe iieautiful
by freiRbt. Address coupons and
freight by the branch train between
to Trie china Department of the Larabee
Mills
Flour
Company,
A Nice Lamb or mutton roast for Santa Fe and Lamy.
Hutchinson, Kansas. He s'ire to write yonr mime and address plainly.
The coupons in LARABKE'S Flour arc also (rood for Rogers' Silverware
Sunday dinner is fine if it is out of
ind other valuable premiums. Ask ior descriptive
circular.
g
good
No.
packing house meat. We have VENEZUELAN GOVERNMENT
Phone
4.
"Minhtu-RnnrPhone
is
No.
VCU
EMPRESS.
4.
flFD- that
!n)W.
l"
it, The Plaza Market Co.
WILL WELCOME KNOX.
mt
Flour that makes Bakina a Deliaht.
Died Drinking
n a Saloon.
Within thirty minutes after he
of State Expects to Arrive
alighted from a train at the Denver Secretary
-- LhM .
La
at
Guaira Sometime
...
Union station from Lillev. iln A r
Today.
Dillon, a farmer, dropped dead in the
McPhillips saloon at SH9 Eighteeiua
Leased
Wire to New Mexican)
rAU!.:i - (By Spfclal
Rlrppf Tillrn
. m
t ft
A
A
- 'S.XXWW
I
iu tKrt
iuc .uli
Mliwiw iiimh
..i.u.i ..uiuu tn
lNiV S
Caracas, Venezuela, March 22. The
lips saloon, where he ordered a drink.
is splendidly decorated in honor
XXJSXJSXS3S Just as he raised the glass to his lins city
of Secretary of State Knox's arrival
WEATHER.
he collapsed. He was dead before attoday. A large triumphal arch has
Denver, March 22. Tonight
tendants reached him.
been erected and flags are flying evand Saturd
If
generally
have
a
fair,
is
cold
you
that
still hang- erywhere.
HEADQUATERS FOR
with rising temperature in the
better
on,
cure it with Zook's
ing
eastern portions. Snow in the
Venezuelan Government has issued
HIGH-GRAD- E
White Pine and Tar uefore it becomes
western
a decree making today an official holHAVE YOUR WATCH
portion toi.ight or Satchronic.
iday.
FOR SALE Mrs. Goodwin's
urday. Cloudy witti rain or
CLEANED OCCASIONALLY
old
Smallpox at Denver.
snow tonight or Saturday, risOn board XT. S. Cruiser Washing- stand as boarding house and the furA smallpox patient slept in the mun
WATCH will run without
ing temperature.
icipal court room at Denver, among ton, by wireless via Santiago, De Los niture for sale. Apply J. B. Lamy.
oil or cleaning
X
X X X X
X V X
X
longer than
ninety homeless men. When the Caballeros, San Domingo, March 22.
FOR SALE or exchange for chickany other piece of machincity's lodgers went to the courtroom Secretary of State Knox expects to arCall No. 9 for auto
ery but it needs both occasion-dl- y.
to retire as has been their custom for rive at. La Guaira, Venuzuela, today ens two hot water incubators. John
livery.
Four "STANDARD"
Because they never had a cook there!
Sewintr Ma- - weeks, they were met b" workmen fu- - and immediately proceed to Caracas. Mammitt, Indian School.
WI"
uc
lu
a'.
tmseu
cons":(3er
oiil
that the rim of
uunuiSLS. iiugaung tneir rest room. They were
yuu
the balance wheej travels over tit'teen
Nice Vegetables at the Pluza Mar- - told that they would have to find
t
miles a day, you wii! not
ei- - sleeping
Company.
grudce your
quarters until the place
watch a speck of oil ;:.n,l a cleaning
'
Clean the Teeth, freshen and cclild be cleaned
Pieces
br.ee a year.
Are We Have
It will increase theBeen Thinking sweeten the mouth
through the daily i Get a Nice Fat Hen for Sundav"
me and accuracy of vonr watch.
of tooth paste, at Zook's.
Leave your watch with us
ner at The Plaza Market Co.
FOR SALE Sanitary couch, table,!
What a Hungry World
Fine Cuts Historian B M Read
chairs etc., good condition. Apply 208
today received fine half tone cuts tor
'his Xew Mexico history, reproducing
Would Be,
FOR oA6"- To promote these conditions in the home, one of the first requireand billiard hall photographs
taken for
he
specially
.
.
.
with SIX Lab ea n.nva well
ments is a strictly modern and
h
bathroom one in which depend
Hf..f
.uoi
in SllDin l,v-- UTr
mnK
If AH The Meat Shops Were 7n
able hxtures are installed
U'
tatlv there. The cuts include one
Dealer in New and Second Hand
and in which perfect saniYou are sure you are not interested
Plllllp
tation is assured.
Transported
in that
FURNITURE,
"V
plot that Joseph B. Hay- cen "
Before deciding on
ward has lor
It is worth look- St,
-S, ai n
Northern Sea! ing into. See sale,'
your plumbing equipment,
FarBeyond
QUEENSWARE,
advertisement.
Panthe0n
th
EsClllial
Malet
at
us explain the merits
If You Have a Kick Comina nn
.
What Would You Do For Dinner
uriu.
. ...
v,,
of 'Standard" Plumbing
ureni juu jiei jr is necause vnn hnvt. 9
CONVICTED IN
Fixtures and quote you
gone to the wrong place. The Plaza
DISTRICT COURT.
CARPETS,
Market Co. is in the meat linp
prices. We employ only
Registration for the City Election
the. best mechanics and
Continued irom Fage One.
The registration for the city election,
HARDWARE,
guarantee both fixtures
thus far, is as follows: Ward No. 1,
and workmanship.
under
the
duty
Stoves, Ranges, Etc.
conof
provisions
the
4CS: No. 2. 47.V Nn '. in9.. Mr. i oiu
to
stitution
a
uniform
adopt
system of
The best Cuts of packine
'Standard" Modern Batbrooa
books for high schools and will hold
Highest Cash Price for Second Hand Goods
meats can be had at the Plaza Mar
next
its
Phone
92.
on
30
for
the
meeting
April
New and Second Hand Goods Sold on
ket Co.
Easy Payments.
purpose of receiving bids from pub&
Elegantly Furnished"
lishers for high school text books.
PHONE 59 BLACK.
Rooms elegantly furnished and hav- SANTA FE. N. M
New Mexican want aas
of a uniform system will likealways "h an iuoaern conveniences, includ- Adoption
ly be made on that date.
brings results
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What a Chance
ii
T is Is the Greatest Suit Safe you eve saw, unless you have
attended the suit sales we have held heretofore.
!

HERE S THE SITUA TION !

y

We have too many Suits, and we want to clean
them out to make
room for SPRING CLOTHING. We won't
carry them overfor we
simply won't, that's all, and we are going to sell them all for
just

$17.50

our fine Hart, Schaff ner & Marx Suits, the finest we have
had this season-th- e
suits we
have sold at $25.00, $27.50, $30.00, $32.00 and $35.00
go into this sale. Come in an take your
pick but act quickly. The suit you buv will do you splendid service this
will be
and
it
season,
right for the next season also. If you want the best suit you ever bought, or ever will
buy for
mm
wine MHn, or tne suits will be gone.

All

This Store is the Home of Hart, Schaffner

&

Marx Clothes

HAT;
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